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Abstract 
This thesis is a survey of the recent results of the works of N. Korevaar and R. 
Schoen on harmonic maps into NPC space. First the generalised Sobolev spaces 
W^'P{Q,X) for p > 1 and BV{Q,X) are constructed and their properties are 
studied as well, where Q is a Riemannian domain and X is a complete metric 
space. Next, theory of differentiation of maps along Lipschitz vector fields is 
developed and trace of Sobolev maps is studied. Using the NPC condition one 
proves the existence and uniqueness theorem of harmonic maps to the Dirichlet 
problem. Furthermore, one can show that every harmonic map is locally Lipschitz 
continuous in the interior of Q. Finally, equivariant harmonic maps are consid-
ered and some existence theorems of equivariant harmonic maps, from complete, 
compact Riemannian manifold without boundary to target space such as locally 




本論文主要介紹 N. Korevaar 和 R. Schoen 最近在奇異空間(NPC 空間)上的調和
映照理論結果 o 首先構造廣義的 Sobolev 空間 wl♂(Q ，X)當 p>l 和 BV(Q ，X)，其
中。是黎曼區域而 X 是完備度量空間。然後，我們掌握了映照治- Lipschitz 向
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
When one studies variational problems for maps between Riemannian mani-
folds 0 and X one must consider Sobolev spaces which are denoted by VK '^^ (1^ , X) 
[p G [1，oo)), where Vt is a compact domain in a Riemannian manifold, X is an-
other Riemannian manifold. In this case, W^'^ indicates that the first derivatives 
of the map are in 77(Q). Moreover, when p > n =dim 0 maps in PF^'^(Q,X) 
will be continuous, and W^^P{9,,X) space can be given the structure of a smooth 
Banach manifold. This is because when p > n any map close to a map u in 
W^'P{Q>,X) can be regarded as a pointwise small deformation of u. This lin-
ear space of W '^P deformations is then a Banach space which can locally model 
W^^P{Q,X). 
When p < n, the above idea is no longer available, and the definition of the 
space W^'P{Q, X) becomes much less clear. In case n = 2 and p = 2 this problem 
was first encountered by C.B. Morrey [6]. More recently, by the embedding theo-
rem of J. Nash, people considered X to be embedded in a Euclidean space R^ and 
defined W^^P{Q,X) to be the subset of the Banach space W^^P{Q,R^) consisting 
of those maps with image essentially in X. Note that, using this definition, the 
space W^'P{Q,X) does not depend on the embedding of X into R^ but depends 
only on the metric of X. 
5 
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Difficulty arises if one would like to consider maps to spaces which are not 
smooth Riemannian manifolds such as Riemannian spaces with singularities or 
infinite-dimensional spaces. 
In the last few years, N. Korevaar and R. Schoen developed a direct approach 
to the problem, and defined W^'^(Q,X) for any complete metric space (X, d). 
Their approach generalises the usual space W^^^{Q) for X = R^ and for X a 
smooth complete, compact Riemannian manifold. In [4], they also derived the re-
sults which are essential for doing variational theory, such as lower-semicontinuity 
of the p-energy and an L^-trace theory for restrictions of maps to hypersurfaces. 
To illustrate their idea of the Sobolev space theory, define the e-approximate 
p-energy density function by, 
‘ r dP(u(x),u(y)) dax,e(y) r Q 
e ^ = J * , e ) " ^ ^ ^ ~ " ^ — … “ 
0 X 贫 Qe 
V 
where 1¾ is defined in section 2.2, and also define the e-approximate p-Sobolev 
energy functional by 
W ) = [ f{x)e:{x)d^i,{x) 
Jfi 
for f e Cc{^). The p-Sobolev energy of map u is then defined by 
丑处三 sup ( l imsup^^(/ )^ 
/eCc(f2) \ e—o ) 
o</<i 
N. Korevaar and R. Schoen showed (Theorem 2.1) that E^{f) ~> E^{f) and 
in which the theorem asserts the existence of the limit Sobolev energy measure 
de\ 
Moreover, they studied trace theory for Sobolev maps from Lipschitz Rieman-
nian domains. Since each Sobolev map is Holder continuous on integral curves 
of any nonzero Lipschitz vector field, one can show that u has well-defined limit 
map on the boundary dQ. Their main results on trace theory are useful for the 
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study of energy minimizing maps (harmonic maps) in the Dirichlet problem dis-
cussed in chapter 4. The main theorem (Theorem 2.10) states that if Cl can be 
decomposed into Lipschitz subdomains, then finite energy maps with equal traces 
on the common boundary can be put together to form a finite energy map on 
Q, with total energy given by the sum of the individual energies. In fact, this 
theorem is useful in studying the regularity of harmonic maps. 
N. Korevaar and R. Schoen in [4] then constructed least 2-Sobolev energy 
maps with prescribed values on dQ,, into Alexandrov space {X, d) of non-positive 
curvature (NPC space discussed in chapter 3). Here an Alexandrov space is a 
complete metric space for which any pair of points can be joined by a continuous 
curve whose length is equal to the distance between the points. Then using 
triangle (or quadrilateral) comparisons one can define curvature bounds in the 
metric spaces. The idea seems to be due to an Austrian mathematician A. Wald 
in the 1930's, and A.D. Alexandrov starting in the 1950's. In [4] N. Korevaar and 
R. Schoen proved the existence and uniqueness theorem of the Dirichlet problem 
for harmonic maps from a Lipschitz Riemannian domain into an NPC space ( see 
Theorem 4.1). They also showed that the minimizing map is Lipschitz continuous 
in the interior of Q. 
In their next paper [5], they studied global existence issues related to targets 
which may not be locally compact. Specifically, they considered a discrete group F 
which is generally assumed to be the fundamental group of a compact Riemannian 
manifold M. Assume that the group acts isometrically on a metric space X, that 
is, there is a group homomorphism p : F ~^ Isom{X). They studied the existence 
. - — - ^ 
of energy minimizing y9-equivariant maps from the universal covering M to X. 
Their results of the paper [5] may be viewed as generalisations of the work of 
Eells and Sampson [2]. Some developments can also be found in the works of 
Gromov and Schoen [3 . 
Their first main theorem (Theorem 5.1) asserts the existence of an equivariant 
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harmonic map under the assumption that the action of F on X is proper (see 
definition in chapter 5). Under the assumption that X has curvature bounded 
from above by a negative constant, they also proved (Theorem 5.4) that either 
there exists an equivariant harmonic map, or the action fixes an equivalence of 
rays in X . To prove this theorem, they employed the unit disk model of the 
hyperbolic plane and the comparison theorem to derive a ray which is fixed by F 
under the assumption that there is no equivariant harmonic map. Note that the 
existence result holds in case X is a tree (see [5]). 
Chapter 2 
Sobolev spaces of maps into 
metric space 
2.1 LP{n, X) spaces 
Throughout this section, we will denote (M, g) to be a Riemannian manifold 
and (n,p) be a Riemannian domain which is connected, open subset of (M,p), 
having compact closure 0 . Let {X, d) be a complete metric space, let B[VL, X) be 
the set of all Borel-measurable maps u : Q ~~> X having separable range. Define, 
for 1 < p < oc, 
LP(n, X) = {u G i3(0, X ) : [ dF{u{x), Q)d^jig{x) < 00 for some Q G X} (2.1) 
Jn 
where djj^g is the volume element of (M, g). Note that as usual two maps are 
considered to be the same if they are different only on a set of measure zero. 
Actually, if u e LP{Vt,X), it must satisfy j^dP{u{x),P)djjLg{x) < 00 for any 
P G X. If we define 
广 \ -
D{u,v) - ( / dF{u{x),v{x))diJ.g{x)Y (2.2) 
\Jn y 
9 
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for u,v e LP{n,X), it is straightforward to show that D{u, v) is well-defined, 
that is, D{u, v) < 00 and which is a metric on U\Vt, X). 
Proposition 2.1 {LP{Vt,X),D) is a complete metric space. 
Proof: Given a Cauchy sequence, {um]^^i C U\n, X), for 2'^^ > 0, k = 0,1，…， 
there is N{k) such that 
D�Un,u_�<2-2\ for n > N{k) 
which implies that 
/ dP{uN^k+i){x), UN{k){x))dfig{x) < 2-鄉, 
Jfi 
Now let 
Ak = |x G ft : dP{uN{k+i){x),UN^k){x)) > 2"^^|, 
then fJ.g{Ak) < 2—^, k = 0,1,.... It follows that 
M,(n-o(ur=n^.) ) = 0. 
Next, if we let B = n=o(U£n"^fc)，for a; G n\B, {uN(k){x)]^^Q is a Cauchy 
sequence in {X,d). Define the Borel-measurable map 
1 limfc^ooUN{k){x) X G 0 \ 5 
u[x)= < 
[ P X G B. 
Since given any e > 0，there is N > 0 such that for all m, n > N, 
/ dP{Un{x),Um{x))dflg{x) < 6^ 
Jn 
by Fatou's lemma we have 
e^  > liminf [ cF{un{x),UNik){x))dfj.g{x) > / dP{un{x),u{x))dfig{x) - DP{un,u), 
“ � Jn Jn 
Hence Un ~> u G L^(0, X) in metric D. 口 
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2.2 Maps with finite energy 
Denote T{TCl) to be the set of all Lipschitz vector fields on f2. Write 
VU 三{x e n I dist(^x, dn) > e} (2.3) 
and ^ a 三 {x e ri I dist{x, dQ.) > e\Z\^} (2.4) 
for Z G r(TQ). Fix 1 < V < oo and u G LP(Q,X), let V G r(TQ) be a 
smooth vector field on Q, then for e > 0 sufficiently small the exponential map 
(/)(x) = exp^(eV(x)) : ^ ¾ — (/>(^¾) is a diffeomorphism which approaches the 
identity map as e — 0. Therefore 
[d^ [u {x ) ,u {exp , { eV{x ) ) ) )d^^ , {x ) < C (2.5) 
J ^ fie 
for some constant C independent of e. Define 
{ r dP(u(x),u(y)) dax,e{y) T ¢: 0 
e^(x) ^ 」 胁 ) " ^ ~ " ~ ^ (2.6) 
0 X • (¾ 
\ 
where da^^^iy) is the (n — l)-dimensional surface measure on S{x, e). 
Lemma 2.1 e^ G L^(Q) for e > 0 small enough. 
Proof: Assume Q has a global orthonormal frame {e1,e2, ...,6几}. Consider the 
geodesic polar coordinates at each x G 2^, for e > 0 small enough, 
I e^^{x)dfig{x) = / e^^{x)d|ig{x) 
Jn JQe 
= [ [ 列 + ) , _ " ? ( 1 " ) 砂 ) 
Jfle Js{x,e) eP ^^ 
< Ce-pj J dP(u{x),u{exp,{eu;))yfZg{x)dcT{u;) 
< Ci6-Pvol{S^-^) 
< 00 
where the fourth inequality follows by inequality (2.5). 口 
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For e > 0 and f G C c ^ write 
E : U ) = [ f{x)e:{x)d^i,{x). (2.7) 
Jfi 
Define 
W^'P(n,X) = l u e L P { n , X ) : sup ( l i m s u p E r ( / ) ) E ^ " < o 4 (2.8) 
^ feCc{n) \ e—o y ) 
0 < / < l 
for p > 1. We denote the set by BV{Q., X) if p = 1. 
Proposition 2.2 Let u G LP{Vt,X), 1 < p < oo. There is a constant C > 0 
which depends only on {9^,X) such that the following estimate holds for all f G 
Cc(Q); f > 0 and sufficiently small e > 0， 
k n / ) ) ' < E ^ < ^ A ^ e ( / f ) ) ^ (2-9) 
iGl 
where YngXi 二 1, each \ > 0，\I\ < oo, and 
f?{x) 二（1 + Ce){f{x) + max \f{y) 一 /(x)|). 
dM{y,^)<^^ 
Proof: Let {Ai, A2,..., AJ satisfy the condition. For e > 0 sufficiently small, there 
is unique geodesic joining x and y with du{x,y) = e. Let 7 : [0,1] 一 0, be the 
geodesic joining x and y. Define 
Xo = X 
i 
Xi = 7 (y^ Afc),i=丄,…," 
k=i 
Then 
( w ) ” • ( / 丄 , 产 ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ # ^ 姻 ” . 
Now, for each fixed i, 
da^:^e{y). (、，,1 I ^ xC^^_n^eM,, , / � 
'_； 'diJ.g{x) < (1 + Ce) 1 d[lg[Xi.x) 
e [Ai6) 
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f(x) < / ( r “ ） + " m a x |/(y) — /(Ti_i)|. 
a-M {y,Xi-i)<2e 
We conclude that 
� • f < - 忘 入 ( 汰 _ 1 , 产 ) 二 ( - ^ ^ 〜 - ) ) * 
X—丄 
= j ^ x { E U f ? ) ) ' - • 
i=l 
We prove the following proposition for general positive linear functionals on 
Cc{^). It holds trivially on the functionals {恩}. 
Proposition 2.3 Let {A)o<e<eo be a family of positive linear functionals on 
Cc{^). Suppose there is C > 0 50 that for f G Cc{^), f > 0，A^  as above, 
( A ( / ) ) ' < ; ^ A . ( A , ( / f ) ) ' . (2.10) 
i 
where 1 < p < 00. Suppose also that 
sup (limsup Ce{ff)三 L < 00. 
/GCc(0) ^ e—0 ) 




exists for any f G Cc{^). Furthermore, 
>Ce(/)<>C(/f), (2.12) 
when € > 0 is sufficiently small. 
Proof: To show that 
l i m A ( / ) ^ > C ( / ) 
e—O 
exists for any f e Cc{^), it suffices to show that 
lim sup Ce{f) < lim inf Ce{f). 
e—O e—o 
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First of all, suppose f G C^，f > 0, let 
e « e, 
/ 
Xi = — for i = 1, ...5 k =—, e Le -
/ 
Afc+i 二 1 — : k 
Then for e > 0 is sufficiently small, 
(_)* < [J](9(r,(if))^(l-^(V4.e(^))^ 
Letting e — 0, one obtains 
二 ⑴ S liminfA. (/f) < liminf (c>{f) + � “ ” ) . 
e'—O \ 7 e'—o \ 7 
Thus 
l imsupCe{f ) < l iminf>Q(/) 
e^0 e'—O 
Hence we conclude that 
l i m A ( / ) ^ A / ) 
e—O 
exists for any f G Cc(0), f > 0 which also holds obviously for any f G Cc{^). 
For the second statement, we simply consider 
A ( / ) < l i m i n f 4 . ( / f ) = > C ( / f ) . • 
e'—O 乂 , 
Remark: 
1. In the above proposition, if we assume 二(/) varies continuously in e for 
any f G Cc(0), together with the estimate 
( A ( / ) ) ' < E ^ ^ ( ^ A . ( / f ) ) ^ 
i 
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we can also show that 
^ , ( / )< l imin f4 . ( / f ) , 
e — O \ 乂 
for f e Cc{^), f > 0. Furthermore, from the proposition above and the 
Riesz representation theorem, we deduce that if u G VF^'^(Q,X) or u G 
B V { n , X ) , then 
lim [ f{x)e^{x)dfig{x) 二 [ f{x)de^{x) (2.13) 
HO J^ Jn 
for some measure de^ which satisfies f^ de^ = E^. 
2. For 1 < p < oo, u e W^^P{n,X), then u G W^^^ {Vt,X) for any 1 < p < p 
and de$, is absolutely continuous with respect to dyig. In fact, if S CC ^, 
for any S > 0，we may pick f G Cc(^), 0 < f < 1，with f 三 1 on S and 
jjig{supp{f)) < ^ig{S) + 6. Then by Holder inequality, 
五：'(/) = [ /(命：‘⑷砂） 
J f2 
/ / 
< C ( I f ‘ [x)el^{x)d^,,{x)) “ [^Ji,{S) + 6 ) � 
which shows 
/ / 
e}{S) < E;,{f) < C{E^)^{^Ji,{S) + 6)^ 
for any 8 > 0 and thus 
/ / 
e;.{S) < E;,{f) < C{E^^{fig{S))^. • 
Next, we want to study some mathematical set-up which will facilitate our 
proofs in later sections. Let B{{0, 2)) be the set of all Borel measures on the 
interval (0,2), define 
V = liy e B((0, 2))|" > 0，z/((0, 2)) = 1, [ A—^/(A) < o o j (2.14) 
L J{0,2) ^ 
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For V G V let 
p e ^ = { / _ e L ( ^ " ( A ) M ^ (2.15) 
[ 0 X ¢. Cl2e 
then p<(T) G L^Q) for e > 0 small enough. For e > 0, f G Cc{^), define 
靖 ) = [ f { x ) . e : ( x ) d f i , { x ) . (2.16) 
Jn 
We note that if z/ 二 � 1 ) , that is, 
‘u{A) = 1, 1 G A 
< 
u{A) = 0, 1 咨 A 
\ 
Then ^e^(x) = e^{x) and ^E^{f) = E^{f) which are defined before. 
Similar to the case of E^{f ) , one can show that 
( " w ) ) * s Z 4 ^ A y / f ) ” 
i 
for sufficiently small e > 0 and any f G Cc(H), f > 0. Thereafter, one can deduce 
the following proposition for general positive linear functionals on Cc(0), 
Proposition 2.4 Let {Ajo<e<eo be a family of positive linear functionals on 
CJfi) satisfying inequality (2.10). Let v G V. Assume 
Xe[f) = [ C,,{f)diy{p) 
J{0,2) 
and 
sup (lim sup ^>Ce(/))三 i^L < 00 
f&Cc{ft) \ €^0 7 
0 < / < l 
Then also, 
sup ( l i m s u p £ e ( / ) ) E L < o o 
/eCc(f2) 乂 e—o ) 
o</<i 
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Proof: Since 
sup (limsup i,Ce{f)) = vL < 00 
/eCc(f2) e—O 
0 < / < l 
if f e Cc(Q), f > 0, then for e > 0 small, 
. A ( ^ ) 三 [ C , , { ^ ) d v { p ) < C. 
J 00 J{0,2) J 00 
Hence 
[ [ C , _ M p ) = [ [ C^pe{f)du{p)dfl < C|/|oo. 
J(0,2) J{0,1) J(0,l)J{0,2) 
Now since there is 6 > 0 so that z/(((5, 2)) > 全，we have 
[ C ^ p e U ) d y i < 2C|/|oo 
J(0，1) 
for some p G {8, 2)). Therefore, by writing e' = e6, “ = " ( f ) , 
[£,v(/)V<4C^. 
J{o,i) ^ 
Next, consider {A, 1 — A} C (0,1), we have 
{C.{f)Y < A ( A e ( / f ) ) ' + ( l - A ) ( A l - A ) . ( / f ) } ' 
< (>CAe(/f)+Al-A)e(/e^)) ' -
Thereafter, 
二 ⑴ s 2 [ Cxe{f^)dX 
J(0，1) 
which shows that 
C.{f) < ^| / f|oo . 
Finally, we can conclude that 
/ \ 8C^  
sup ( l i m s u p C e { f ) )三 丁 < oo • 
feCc{n) \ e—o ) ^ 
o < / < i 
Combining all the previous results, one has the following main theorem, 
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Theorem 2.1 Let 1 < p < oo, u e LP{Vt,X), and "i G V . Assume 
sup ( l imsnp , ,E : { f ) ) = , ,E^ < oo. 




sup (limsnp,E:{f)) = ,E^ < 00 (2.17) 
feCc{n) \ e—o , 
o</<i 
for any such a Borel measure v G V on interval (0, 2); 
(2) . There exists a measure de^ independent ofv such that the measure 
^e^{x)djjig{x) ~^ de^ (weakly convergence) 
that is, 
lim,E^{f) 二 lin;^  [ f{x)X{x)d^i,{x) = [ f{x)de^, (2.18) 
e—O e—O J^ jQ 
for some fixed measure de^(independent on u), for any f G Cc(^)-
Furthermore, j,E^ = r,^E^ = f^de^ for any such a measure v G V. In particular, 
taking v = ( 5 ( 1 ) , we have E^ 二 力五以 = j ^ d e ^ . 
Proof: 
(1) . By the assumption, 
sup ( l imsupwE^e1/ ) )Epi^"<oo, 
feCc{Q) e—o 
o</<i 
and by Proposition 2.4, we also have 
sup ( l i m s u p E ^ ( / ) ) E E " < o o , 
/GCc(0) e~>0 
0</<l 
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which shows that 
l ^ : [ f ) E E l f ) < o c 
e — 0 
for any f G Cc{^). Now for any such a Borel measure " , 
l imsnp ,E : i f ) = limsup [ ( [ f{x)el^{x)dfig{x))du{X) 
e—O e — 0 J ( 0 , 2 ) ^ J Q ^ 
= [ ( l i m [ f{x)eUx)d^ig{^))du{X) J(0,2) \ 6"^ 0 J^  , 
二 [ ( [ f{x)de-{x))di^{X) 
J(o,2) \Jn z 
二 E^{f) < 00 
where the second equality follows by the Lebesgue Dominated Covergence 
Theorem. Hence 
冗 = s u p {limsnpr,E^{f)) = E^ < 00. 
/GCc(0) e—0 
0 < / < l 
(2) . The second statement follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
]im,E^{f) = limsup,^r(/) = E^if) 
e—O €^0 
The other results follow from the above series of equalities. • 
Example: Let X = R =real line and let u : Q — R be smooth then 
lim,e^(x) = Cn,plV^(^)l', (2-19) 
e—O 
uniformly on 0! CC 7^ where 
Cn,p= [ |c^i|^7(u;). (2.20) 
Js^_i 
In fact, let {ei,..., e^} be an orthonormal frame in some neighborhood of x where 
ei =丨二二丨，consider the geodesic polar coordinates at x, we have 
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U(� f r H^)-<y)l'd<7.,Xe{y). .,. 
"工)二 iJs^.M (Ae)^ (Ae)n_i""(A) 
= f [ l * ) - ^ > ) l V e * _ A ) 
7(0,2) J5^ -1 (Ae)P 
Let 7(t) 二 expJcc；, then 
1. it(T)-^^(exp3^Aoj)| ( � ^ \ 
l i m - ^ ^ — — H ^ — — - = | v ^ W I • I < ei,o; > 
e—o Ae 
=V収⑷丨.|yi. 
Since A(r, cj) 一 1, as r 一 0, uniformly in cj, we conclude that 
nm.e：(.) = l i m / [ M ^ l ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ A ( A e , c ^ ) M + K A ) 
e—O ^^0J(0,2) J5-1 (^er 
=([\uj^\Pda{u;))\\/u{x)\P 
\ J5>n-1 ) 
In particular, C ,^2 二 ^ n(volume of unit ball). This can be computed directly by 
considering the change of coordinates, 
2 ‘ • (^OC , • • •，CC，• • •, X ) ^ (^x , • • •, CC , • • •, X ). 
Then 
[\u;^\^da{uj)= [ \T{uj^)\^\detT\da{u;)= [ ]ujfda{uj) 
Js^-^ JT(S -^i) Js^-^ 
and thus 
[luj'l'da{u;) = - [ Y{Jfda{u) = - [ d<j{u) 二 —("“)， 
Jsn-1 、) n Jsn-1 ^ ^ n Jsn-1 n 
which shows that Cn,2 = ^n-
u : n — m^{k > 2) is smooth and u{x) = {ui{x), ...,Uk{x)). Uu G W^^^{n,R^), 
then 
U f � — r j:LM^)-<y))'d^^Ay) e^ [^ J = / ~^  .n-l JS{x,e) 6 e 
k 
一 Z ^ ; n | V%(Z)|2 = C^ n| V t^(aO|2 
i=l 
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However, for p 一 2, 
r 的 二 排 ) - 端 2 ) % 〜 " ) 
彻 = / ^ ^ 
Js{x,e) CP e 
n k £ 
— / ( V < u;,V^zW >^ ]'da(Lj). • 
J5-1 ^ ^ , 
One can prove the following properties for maps in W^'P{Cl,X). 
Theorem 2.2 (Lower-semicontinuity) Let 1 < p < 00, {uk} C W^^P{^l,X). 
Suppose u G >B(0, X) and 
lim / dF{uk{x),u{x))d^g{x) = 0 
“ �J n 
and assume E^^ < E < 00. Then u G V^^'^(0,X) and 
[f{x)de^{x) < liminf [ f{x)de^'{x) (2.21) 
Jn “°^ Jn 
for any f G ⑩ ) ， f > 0. 
Proof: Let diy{X) 二（n + p)A^^^_MA, A G (0，1). Then 
("五，(/))*-("聊)*| 
/ f ld{u,{xlu,{y)) - d{u{x), u{yW d^^Mv)(几 + p)x—dXd�‘ 
-Wrife ^^  ^ (A^  (入个—“ ) g) 
yeS{x,Xe) 1 
< ( ^ ) H [ [ mKMT\*)�+ d[My)MyWdf^g(yWg�x)y 
— V e^ +P ) \ Jo2e JBM , 
< ( ^ ) ¾ 1丄腳、抓<拳9術9、却 
+ ( [ [ f{x)dP{uk{y),u{y))d^g{y)dfig{x)Y 
^ Jn Jn z � 
< ( ^ ) V l o o M . ( ^ ) [ ( jj'{u,{x)M^))d^i,{x))' 
+ [jjP{u,{y),u{y))dfjig{y)y 
—0 
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Hence 
lim , E : ^ { f ) = . E ^ { f ) 
k—OO 
Now 
⑩⑴ < ^ f ) 二 E � ( f ) + E f - / ) ， 
and since E^^{f) < E < oo, together with 
| / f - / | o o < ( C e | / | o o + (l + Ce)max max \f{y)-f{x)\), V 工 dM(y,x)<2e / 
(note that the above inequality follows from Proposition 2.2) we get 
^E^{f) < limmiE^^{f) + (^Ce|/|oo + (1 + Ce)max^^max^^\f{y) - /(:r)|). 
Hence, u G W^^P{Q, X) and E^{f) < liminffc E^^{f). That is 
[f(x)de^{x) < liminf [ f(x)de^'{x). • 
Jn “°° Jn 
Note that the above theorem is also valid for BV{^l, X). 
Next, the following theorem and corollary show that the spaces W^'P{Q,X), 
BV{0., X) will be in coherence with the usual Sobolev spaces if X = R^. 
Theorem 2.3 
iyi'P(Q,R) = V^^'P(0), ifp>l (2.22) 
B V { n , R ) = BV{n) , (2.23) 
where W^^P{^l), BV{Q) are respectively the usual Sobolev spaces and space offunc-
tions of bounded variations. Furthermore, ifp> 1, de^{x) = CnAVu{x)fd^g{x) 
where \ju is the gradient ofu in the weak sense; for p = 1； E^ = Cn,i /^ | V ^ 
where f^ | • u\ is the total variation ofu. 
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Proof: We just give the proof for p > 1. For the case BV{n,R) please refer 
to [4]. First assume {ft,g) is Euclidean. If u G LP{n,R) 二 i / (^! ) is smooth, 
e^{x) 一 Cn,p|v^(^)l^ uniformly on compact subsets of Q and which means that 
de^{x) = Cn,p\ V u{x)\Pdfj.g{x). 
We recall that if u G i7 (0 ) , then the mollification 
Ut{x) = {u * T]t){x) = t—几[4>{l^^My)dy, 
J J"2 
where 77,(x) 二 t - > ( | ^ | ) and 办:�—[0, oo) satisfying cj) G C^(M"), ^{x) = 0 
when X • B(0,1) and /召⑴，丄）<i>{x)dx 二 1. Moreover, if u G H^^'^(0), then 
(J^(|u-ut|^ + | V ( u - u t ) H d j u y = ||^-^t|Ui,p(o') — 0, (2.24) 
as t — 0，for any Vt CC Q^. 
Now, we are to show that W^^P{n) C W^^P{n, R) and W^^P{n) D !^^'^(0, R). 
'C'. Let u e iyi'P(17), then u G L^(Q, R). For any fixed Q' CC 0 , 
( [ s 7 u A P ( x ) d f i { x ) ) p - { [ \s7u\P{x)dfi{x))p < ( [ ls7{u-ut)fd|^)i^0 
jQ' Jn' J“ 
which implies that E^ < C < 00 on 0! CC Q, together with 
/ \u — Ut\^diJL{x) ^ 0, 
Jn' 
we conclude (by Theorem 2.2) that u G ^^1气^/,股）and 
sup E^{f) < liminf^^^(n') < C ” | | • u\Pdfi{x) 
/ t—0 10 
/GCc(f2 ) " " 
0 < / < l 
for any Cl' CC fl which implies that 
sup E^f) < Cn,p [ I • n|PcWx) < 00. 
fGCc{n) Jn 
o</<i 
We thereby show that ^ ^！气^^  C H^i'P(Q,R). 
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'D'. Let u e i y " ( Q , R). We first show the following inequality for u G W^^P{ft, M) 
that 
limsup [ f(x)de^'{x) < [ f{x)de^{x), (2.25) 
t^o Jfi Jn 
for any f > 0, f G Cc(Q). In fact, consider du{X) = (n + p)X^+P-^dX, 
入 G (0,1). Then 
uE^{f) = [ f{x).eT{x)dx 
Jn 
= ^ [ [ f{x)lut{x)-ut{x + ey)l^dydx 
eP Jn2e JB(o,i) 
Since 
Ut{x) -ut{x + ey)f 
=力--丄(0(|宁|)刚—以(州")))—' 
< (J t - ^ K l ¥ l ) l • ) - • + � | P心 ) (丄 r几树 l ¥ l )心广 
二 / (/>(z)\u{x - tz) — u{x — tz + ey) ]^dz 
JB{0,1) 
Hence, 
,E^'(f) < ^^^^ [ f(x)^{z)lu{x - tz) - u{x - tz + ey)\Pdzdydx 
^ ^ ‘ — eP / xeft2e 
〜 ， 础 ( 0 ， 1 ) 
Letting z 二 a; — tz, by 
f{x) - f{z)l < maxmax |/(x) - f{y)\ = u;{f, t), 
x&l \x—y\<t 
we have 
.ET{f) < ¥/,�f{z)^{z)\u{z)-u{z+ey)\^dzdydz 
e" J Z Gf22e 
2 / , zGS(0 , l ) 
• + p)CMf,t)E\ 
Therefore, ,E^{f) < uE^{f) + {n + p)Cuj{f,t)E^. Letting e 一 0, 
E-\f) < E^{f) + {n^p)Cu{f,t)E-
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and then 
limsupE^^(/) < E^{f). 
i—O 
Now, if u e VF^'^(r^,R), by the above inequality we have 
limsup / I V ut{x)\Pdfj.{x) < E^ < oo, 
“0 Jn' 
for any 0! CC Cl. 
Combined with u G U\Vt\ we also conclude that 
I W I - _ ) = ( / , M � " + / , | v ^ t W W ' < C ( m , (2.26) 
J Cl J J"2 
0 < t < to for some to > 0 sufficiently small, for Q' CC Ct. 
We know that VF^'^(ll') is a reflexive Banach space and since {ut} is uni-
formly bounded, we can choose a subsequence {i^t^} such that {ut,^} con-
verges weakly to u G VF '^^ (^l') [8], that is, 
lim ( [ Ut,vo + V [ # 一 = [ uvo + ^ / ^ V i , 
fc—oo V J“ ^ Jn' dxi ) jn' ^ Jo! dXi 
for V0,Vi, ...,Vn G L A ( ^ y ) , where 截 are the weak derivatives of u. 
Next, we show that u = u. In fact, for any f G Cc(^), 
0 < I / {u - u)fdfj.\ = I / {u-ut)fd/j^+ / {ut, - u)fdfi 
Jn Jn Jn 
< |/|oo / \u-ut,\dfj.^\ / {u -ut , ) fd f j . 
Jsupp{f) Jsupp(f) 
—0 
as k ~"» oo, which shows by Weyl's lemma that u 二 u (Note that the 
subsequence {^x^J depends on 0! ). Hence we conclude that u G VF '^^ (Q') 
for any fl' CC Q and thus u G VT (^1 )^. Finally, we are to show that 
\ju G LP{il). However, since \\ut — u\\w^,p(ft') — 0 and 
limsupCn,p / I V ut{x)\Pdfj.{x) < E^ < oo, 
“ 0 Jn' 
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we are able to conclude (by Theorem 2.2) that 
Cn,p[ | v ' + ) | P c ^ � ) S ^ � o o 
Jo! 
for any VL CC Q which then shows that 
C” [ \v<oo)\Pdfi{x)<E^<^. 
Jn 
This concludes that W^^ '^ (^ 7) D W^ '^^ (^ ,^R). 
In case (Q, g) is a general Riemannian domain, we proceed the proof by the 
partition of unity argument and we still have M^^'^(n,R) = W^^P{Q). Finally, if 
u G VI/"i'P(^ ,^R) = iy^'^(n), then ||^^ — ^^ ||v^ ,^i,P — 0 and thus by Theorem 2.2 
E^{f) < l i m i n f E ^ � / ) < l i m s u p E � / ) < E^{f) 
t^o t^o 
We deduce that 
E^{f) = C” [ flvufdfig 
Jn 
which shows the second statement of energy multiplicity. 口 
Corollary 2.1 VK^'^(Q,R^) = W^^P{Q), where maps in VK '^^ (Q) are of the form 
U = (Ui, ..., Un). 
Proof : Let u G W^'^^(Q,R^), u = (th,...,Un). Then each in G W^^P{n)= 
V^iqi7,R). In fact, for each i, 
fy f f ,/」以糾一以办)丨” da^Ay)^.. (^^\ sup ( hmsup / / f{x) ; ; r : r "^^^W) 
/GCc(0) \ e—o Jn Js{x,e) ^ ^ , 
0 < / < l 
< sup ( l i . s u p / / 爛 ( 謂 二 一 遍 2 ) 巧 ) 姻 ) 
feCc{n) \ e—o Jn Js{x,e) ^ ^ 
0 < / < l 
< oo 
Hence, u G W '^^ (^^). 
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Conversely, if u G W^^P{^), then each Ui G P^ '^^ (^^,M). By applying 
( E # ^ M ) P " - i ^ > | P ) , 
i i i 
we can show that 
E � � - i s u p ( l i m s u p / / / ( 一 丨 “ ( ^ 赠 二 ： ， 賴 ) 
feCc{n) \ e—o Jn Js{x,e) 6 e 
0 < / < l 
< 00 
which means that u G W^^P{n, R^). Note that when p 二 2, 
E^ = UJ^ y [ | v i i d 2 ( 4 ^ ^ ( i ) . • 
^J^ 
Next, the following corollary is obvious and we will use it in Lemma 2.4 and 
Lemma 2.5. 
Corollary 2.2 Let u,v G VF^'^(Q,X) (or BV{n,X)), then d{u,v) G VP^ '^^ (^ ,^M) 
(respectively BV{Cl, R)) with 
五利“，”)(/) < 2P-\E^{f) + E^{f)) (2.27) 
for any f G Cc{n), f > 0. 
Proof: In fact, we have 
\d{u{x),v{x))-d{u{y),v{y))\P�，沖问,爛 + 6 ?种 ) ,輔  
^ — eP 
which shows that 
£••，—(/) < 2P-^E^{f) + E^{f)) 
for any f e Cc(0), f > 0. The corollary then follows. • 
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2.3 Differentiation of maps along a direction 
In section 2.2, we constructed the Sobolev energy E^ of u G W^^P{^,X) by 
studying the average value of u on sphere of radius e on each point x G ^1 In this 
section, we will study the directional energy ^E^ of u along a Lipschitz vector 
field Z by consider the differences of u on each integral curve induced by Z. 
Let Z G r(TQ). Write xz{x,t) for the flow induced by Z, that is, xz{x,t)= 
7(t) where 7(t) solves 
I 羞 7 的 二 聊 (2.28) 
7(0) = X 
\ 
Then fixed 1 < p < 00, if u G LP{Vl, X), define 
f dP{u{x),u{xz{x,e))) ZQ 
乂 ⑷ 二 ^“ "^““‘ ！ . o (2.測 
0, X i 吸 
V 
It is easy to see that ^e^ G L^{Vi) for e > 0 small enough. Similarly, we define 
sup (limsup [ /⑷乂⑷“ / ^“工力三印 " 
/GCc(0) \ e—O jQ 7 
o</<i 
if zE^ < 00. If V G V is any Borel measure on interval (0, 2) discussed before, we 
write 
^ ( . ) J ^ ( o . ) ^ ( - ) M . ) , $ 6 ¾ (2.30) 
0, X i ^0,2e 
V 
Clearly ^ G L\Q) as well. For f G C ^ , write 
f^r(/) = [ f{xf.e:{x)d^i,{x) = [ 'E;,{f)du{p). 
Jn J(0,2) 
We also define 
，三 sup (limsup [ f{x)^e:{x)dfig{x)), i i^E^<(X) . 
feCc{n) \ e—o Jn ^ 
o</<i 
In analogy to the main Theorem 2.1, we have 
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Theorem 2.4 Let 1 < p < 00，u G U\n,X), Z e r(TO). / / "1 G V is any 
Borel measure on interval (0,2) as defined in (2.14)- Assume 




sup ( l i m s u p ^ ^ ( / ) ) = f ^ ; " < o o 
feCa{n) \ e—o 7 
o</<i 
for any v G V; 
(2). Each measure ^e^{x)dfjig{x) — d{^e^){x)(weakly), that is 
limf^;r(/) = lim [ f{xf^e:{x)d^,{x) = [ f{x)d{'e^){x) 
e—O e^Oj^ Jn 
for some fixed measure d{^e^)(independent ofu), for any f G CJ^V). 
Furthermore, ^E^ - ^fE^ = i o < � ” for any such a Borel measure v. In 
particular, taking v = 6(1)，we have ^E^ =三五权=L^i^^V-
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 口 
Next, we have the following technical estimate which is essential in proving 
theorems later this chapter. 
Lemma 2.2 Ftx 1 < p < 00, u G W^^P{n,X)( or BV{n,X)). Let ^jj : ^1 — 
¢ {^ ) c M be a diffeomorphism. Suppose dM{^{x),x) < S is small enough so 
that any pair of points x,y G VL satisfying dM{x,y) < 3^ can he joined by a unique 
minimizing geodesic. Let f e Cc(Q3<5); f > 0. Then there is C > 0(depends only 
on n,p, {^,g)) so that 
[f{x)dP{u{x),u{2P{x)))dfig{x) < CFEl /|oo . (2.31) 
Jn 
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Proof: For x G Q35, we write xi for the geodesic midpoint of x and ^p{x). Then 
2 
dP{u{x),u{i;{x))) < 2P-' (^dF{u{x),u{y)) + dF{u{y),u{^^{x)))) 
/s(xi 勺斗(如("))咖"("） 




+2P—1 ^  
/ s ( z i 4 ) # ) ^ 
Now since B{xi, |) C B{x, 8), we have 
[ dP{u{x),u{y))d^g{y) < [ dP{u{x),u{y))dfig{y) 
JB{xi,^) JB{x,6) 
= [ [ dP{u{x),u{y))da,,x6{y)d{X6) 
J(0,1) Js{x,X6) 
Kn+p 
= ^ A { ^ ) 
n + p 
where tiz/(A) = (n + p)A_P—ifiA,入 6 (0,1). Now since 0 is compact, 
[ dfig{y) > Co6^ 
^B(x,,|) ^ 
for any x G 0 , Co depends on (H,p). Hence we conclude that 
sp 
cF{u{x)M^{x))) <。。(…产⑷ + 肩 ⑷ ) ) 
Since 
[f{xU^,{^{x))dfig{x)<{i^C6) [ M4yWgiy\ 
Jn J^ 
where f{y) = f{y) + maxd^(^,^)<^\f{x) — f{y)\. We get, 
j,x)dnu[x),umx))Wg(x) < ^ | ^ ^ ( 源 / ) + 湖 / ) ) 
Write f f { x ) = (1 + C'6){f{x) + maxd (^^ ,^ )<26 |/(x) 一 /(y)|), then we have 
.E^f) < E\ff) 
< 3{l^C'S)E^\f\oo 
and ,E^{ f ) < 5(l + C'^)El/|oo, 
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we conclude that 
[f{x)dP{u{x),u{ij{x)))dfig{x) < CSPE^\f\oo 
Jn 
and this proves the lemma. 口 
With the help of previous lemma one can show the following theorem, 
Theorem 2.5 Fix 1 < p < 00，u G W^^P{n,X)( or BV{n,X)). IfZe T{m), 
then 
1. ^E^ < 00 and in fact, 
^E^{f) < C\Z\P^E-{f) (2.32) 
for any f G Cc(0), f > 0，where C depends only on {^,g); 
2. Ifz{x, t) is any one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms satisfying z{x, 0) 二 
X，§^z{x,t)\t=o =卻)，^ e VL, then 
lim [ 爛 尋 ) 淋 , 洲 稱 = [ / ( 调 ^ 0 = 印 切 （ 2 . 3 3 ) 
e—o J^ eP Jn 
forfeCc{n); 
3. If Z, W e r (TO), then 
(z+评五,(,)” < ( ¾ - ( / ) ) * + ( � - ( / ) ” , / e C M J > 0 (2.34) 
In particular, for p = 1, ^+^E^{f) < ^E^{f) + ^E^{f); 
4. Ifh is a Lipschitz function on Cl，then ^^E^ = ^E^{\h\Pf), f G C^; 
5. In case (Q,p) has an orthonormal frame {ei,...,6n}. We identify uj = 
(o;i, ...,cj^) G S^-^ with iJci G r(TO). Then 
E^{f) = [ ^E^{f)da{u). (2.35) 
J5^ -1 
Proof: 
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1. Take ^p{x) = xz{x, e), the previous lemma implies 
[,(工)尋)颜工，训姻 < ^(i^ioo^)j^i/ ioo ^ dzr^Evu 
Jn 沙 沙 
and hence ^E^ < C|Z|^E^ < oo, while ^E^{f ) < C\Z\P^E-{f) follows 
from the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
2. Consider the following inequalities, for f e Cc(0), f > 0, 
! ( 义 / ⑷ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ “ 崩 ) * — ( j j ( T f ( + ) , f z ( v ) ) ) d _ ) ) ' p 
< ( | 爛 尋 ( ' , , " ( 秘 ， 明 ) 續 ” 
Now since §^z{x,t)\t=o = Z{x), dM{xz{oc,e),z{x,e)) = o{e) and by 
m < /(") + , max lf{z)-f{y)l 
dM{z,y)<2e\Z\oo 
diJig{x) < {l + Ce)d^j.g{y) 
ip{x) = xz(z(x,-e),e) 
where y = z(x, e). We immediately have 
义爛 ^ (啦 # 6 ;妳 7 ( ^ ) ) )办“1) < j j ? � yf — ， # M 
< c ( ^ r ^ i / i o o 
— 0 . 
3. 
( [ 制 尋 ) , " ( 无 耶 ( ' , 〜 ) 砂 ) ) * 乂 Jn ^^ 乂 
< ( J 爛 尋 ) , : ? 刺 ) ) 砂 ) ) * 
+ ( J /⑷“”丨^论，…：产？+恢丨工，⑶^“⑷告 
Now since dM{xz+w{x, e),Xw{xz(x, e), e)) 二 o(e). Hence by Lemma 2.2, 
[y>(j)#("(^z(T, ^), ^i^z+w{x, e))) d p " ( r ) — y^E^{f) 
Jn eP 
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Therefore, taking limit we must have 
( 續 丑 训 * < [^E-{fif + i^E^{f))' 
4. If h > 0 is constant, 
.p.z u ( � � _ ,_r>d^H^)M^z{x,eh))) 二 dP{u{x),u{xhz{x,e))) 
^ \ ^eh[^)) — ^  JJj^ — eP 
which implies that hP^E^{j) = ^^E^{f). 
For h = —1, -^e:{xz{x,e)) = ^e^(x), this implies that - ^ E ^ ( f ) 二 , ^ 1 / ) . 
If h < 0 is constant, then 
^^E^{f) = l"l(-z)E^1/) = \h\P^E^{f). 
Now if there is constant ho and a small number 6 > 0 so that \h — ho\ < d, 
then by 3., 
{]hofE^U)f < (('“)印切)* + ( ' 印 训 （ 
By standard inequality, for p > 1, a, b > 0 
(a + bY < (1 + e f - V + ( l ^ f - V , 
we have 
^ - ( | / i o r / ) < (1 + e Y - ' C ^ E - { f ) ) + { ^ y - ^ C 6 P E ^ { f ) 
^^E^{f) < (1 + er-\^E^{\horf) ) + ( ^ y - ' C 6 ^ E - { f ) 
Letting S ^  0, we have 
^E^{{hoff) < (1 + €广1(印(/)) 
印⑴ < (l + e)P-i(ZEl|^)P7)) 
and then by € — 0 ， ^ E ^ { M ^ f ) = 即 尊 
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Finally, for Lipschitz function h on Cl, for any 6 > 0, there is finite collection 
of balls { ^ ( r ) ) t i such that ft C U t i ^ ( r ) and { ^ } t i of constants 
satisfying \h{x) — ^| < 6 for x G ^ ( r ) . Finally, the argument of partition 
of unity { "JJU subordinate to ( ¾ {r))^=i implies that 
^ ¾ ^ ( ! ¾ ! ¾ / ) < (1 + e y - ' { ' ^ E ^ { f ) ) + { ^ f - ' C S ^ E ^ i f ) 
i=l 
fc 




^ 1 ¾ ! ¾ / - \h\Pf — 0 (as 6 ^ 0) uniformly in x 
i=i 
Therefore we conclude that (by letting 6 — 0, then e 一 0) ^E^(\h\Pf)= 
h Z E � ) . 
5. Consider 
炸 ) = r • ⑷ ， 如 一 ” 嘛 
^ 7s -^i 沙 
since 
(1 - o,(l))e^(x) < 伪 ) < (1 + o,(l))er(x), 
one obtains 
lim [ / ⑷ 巧 ⑷ 砂 ) = E - { f ) . 6—0 J^ 
Therefore, 
糊 = l i m [ ( [ 爛 尋 ) , ， 气 寺 ( ^ ) 
e^0 Jgn-1 \jQ e" Z 
f / f ,, , dP(u(x),u(exp^ e c o ) ) . , � � , , � = / (lim / f{x) ��乂，；力''dfig{x))da{u) 
7沪—1 V e^ o J^ eP / 
= [ ^ E - { f ) d a { i u ) 
Js^-^ 
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where the second equality follows by 
[^(,)^WM^^^^(,) < CE-lfl^ 
JQ eP 
while the third one follows by ^exp^(to;)|t=o 二。，z{x,e) = exp^(ea;) and 
xu;(x, e) have the same initial vector field. 口 
2.4 Theory of differentiation of maps 
In this section, we study differentiation theory. We will show that if u e 
W^^P{Q^,X), 1 < p < oo, then u is Holder continuous on 'almost every, integral 
curve along any given vector field Z G r(TO). Thereafter, we show the main 
theorem which asserts that ti(^e^) « dfj^ g(^ x) and the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
- e ^ x ) = g ^ T ) = l i m ^ ^ , " ( f ( T , 4 ) , a . e . 工 , (2.36) 
� ) dfJLg \ e—0 eP 
where u is the representative which is H51der continuous along the integral curve 
of Z G r(TO). After then, it is reasonable to denote the L^(0) function ^e^(x) 
by \u,{Z)\P{x). 
We will establish the main theorem for Euclidean constructions. The theorems 
are applicable to the case in Riemannian manifold since for Z G r(TO), iiZ{x) • 
0, then there is local coordinate neighborhood (t/, (a;i, . . . x ” ) at x such that d^ \y = 
^ly = Z{y)ioiyeU. 
Constructions: Let Q C R^ be a bounded Euclidean domain. Assume that 
each line in the direction of d^ intersects Q in at most one interval. Write E for 
the projection of Q onto the plane {xi = 0}， 
n - {x = {t,y) : y G n ; t G Iy C R} . 
Let 1 < p < oo, u e LP{Q, X), and 伊五収 < oo, let 
1^ ™ , ,1. r .r..dP{u{t,y),u{t + e,y))^^^ 
^ E ,y = sup (limsup / f[t) at). 
feCc{Iy) e—0 Jly e 
o</<i 
« 
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Lemma 2.3 Let 7^ be as ahove. If^^E^ < 00，then 
^E^ = [ - E � y , (2.37) 
Ju 
''E^{f) 二 p E l d y , (2.38) 
Ju 
for any f G Cc{^). Conversely, ifu G i7(17,X) is a map for which /^/丄五以’双办 
is finite, then &E^ < 00 and (2.37),(2.38) hold. 
Proof: Consider dv{X) = {p+l)X^dX,入 e (•，1). For any f G C ^ , 0 < f < 1， 
伊丑以 < oo implies that given 6 > 0, C > 0 (C can be any positive number in 
Euclidean case) there is ei > 0 such that 
lim fE^^if^J = ''E-{f^J 二 ''E-{f + o,(l)) < ''E- + 6. 
e '—O 
Since 
fE:.{f^J = [ fEy{fZ)dy 
Jn 
[ W m m i f E r { f ^ J d y < liminf [ f E y U ^ M v 
Ju e'—O 6 € —0 Ju 
< ^'E^^6 
Next, one can easily show that f E ^ { f ) is continuous in the variable e. Fix e! > 0, 
C = 0, by remark of Proposition 2.3 we have 
fE:^y{f) < l i m i n f f ^ r a r j 
e '—O 
for any e < ei. Hence 
[ l i m s u p f ^ 1 / ) ^ < [ ] immffE^;y{ f l )dy < ' ' E \ (2.39) 
Jn e—O Jli e —0 
Now pick {fi] C Cc{0) which is monotone increasing and converges uniformly 
on compact sets to 1, as i 一 oo. Then by (2.39) 
lim flimsupfE^'^(/,))=伊丑“，"< oo a.e. y 
i—00 \ e—O , 
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by monotone convergence theorem, 
[-E^,ydy < ^'E^ 
Jn 
Hence for any f G C ^ , by Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
^ 'E^{f ) = lim f 8 ' E t y ( f ) d y = p E ^ d y , 
€^0 Ju Ju 
which then follows that ^"E^ 二 /订伊^““’“办. 
Conversely, if f^^E^ydy < oo, then 炉丑…"< oo a.e. y. For such a y with 
炉丑…双< oo, we have 
� ’ " ( / ) < � ’ " ( / f ) 
for any f G Cc(0), f > 0 and e > 0 small. Hence, 
$ E : ( f ) < [ 〜 ， / 尸 ) 办 < (|/|oo + 0,(1)) [ " E � M y < ⑴， 
Ju «^n 
which shows that ^'E^ < oo. Once we have ^'E^ < oo, (2.37), (2.38) hold 
obviously from the first result. 口 
It is well-known in usual Sobolev space theory that if u is a weakly differen-
tiable function, then it is absolute continuous on almost all line segments parallel 
to coordinates axes. In regarding to this fact, we have the following lemma show-
ing that our Sobolev maps also have this property. 
Lemma 2.4 Let 0 be as above, #五 " < oo. Then there %s representive ofu such 
that for almost all Iy - {ay,by) with y G U, in case p > 1, u\i^ is a ^ Holder 
continuous mapping ； in case p = 1, u\iy is a map of hounded variations. In all 
cases, 
lim u(t, y)三 u{ay, y), lim— u{t, y)三 u(by, y) exist 
t — ay+ t—by-
and 
[dF{u{ay,y)Mby.y))dy < ' ' ^ ^ ¾ ^ ! ¾ - a , r ^ (2.40) 
J n 
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Proof: We give the proof of p > 1, the case for p 二 1 is referred to [4]. Since 
^'E^ = [ '^E^^^dy < oo, 
Ju 
伊五以，沒< oo a.e. y G H. 
Let V = u\i^ , Iy 二 (ay,by), then w G W^'P(Iy,X) a.e. y. Now define 
^^,问二(^(<右 + 5),1；的)， s e {ay - t , by - t ) . (2.41) 
Then we must have Ot G W^^P{{ay — t, by — t), R), and 
[ f{s + t) ^ ^ 'ds < [ f{s)de^{s), for any f G Ce( (s , ~)), f > 0 
j{ay-t,by-t) 办 J(ay,by) 
It is a simple fact that if cDt € W^^P{{ay — t, hy - t),M), then there is a representa-
tive Ut of uJt such that Ut G C^ (a" - t, by — t). cut is then absolutely continuous 
and we have 
ray+e j /„\ pay+t+e 
cot{e)-ut{0)< / ^^ds< / el{s)ds 
Jay 似 Jay+t 
where e\ =[眷](R-N derivative) for p = 1. 
Now we show that Ut{0) = 0 a.e. t G (a^, by). In fact, for any fixed 0 < ^ < 
^ , we pick f e Cc{{ay, by)) with 0 < f < 1 and f 三 1 on (a" + ^, ^ — " ) . We 
have for p = 1, 
[f[t)ycl[t)dtS [ ^e\(t)dtS [ e\{t)dt < oo 
J l y J l y J l y 
for 6 > 0 small, where dv{X) = 2A, A G (0,1). By Fatou's lemma, 
pby-f^ 
/ liminfi,e5(t)dt < oo, 
Jay+f^ “ 0 
SO that 
广 _，”(】 + A � 二 21iminf f 春广)、令 < oo, a.e. t 
6—0 7o A^ 各一0 Jo b b 
(2.42) 
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Now since d(v(t),v(t + s)) = cJt(s) a.e. s, which is absolutely continuous, we 
conclude from (2.42) that cJt(0) = 0 a.e. t. Therefore, we conclude that 
/ t t y + e 过⑴(s) rat+t+e 
—^ ds < / el{s)ds, a.e. t,e 
—y dS Jat+t 
By Holder inequality, 
dP{v { t )Mt^e) ) < ( £ ^ ' \ ^ \ ' d s ) e ^ - ' < ' ' E ^ e ^ - \ a.e. t,6 
The above inequality enables us to choose a representative v of v : (a^, by) ~» X 
such that dP{v{t), v{t + e)) < ^'E^eP'^ for all t, e. In fact, let 
A = {t e [ay, by) = Iy : cF(v(t), v{t + 6)) < -E?-1, a.e.e} 
and let to G {ay,by) such that to ¢. A. Let {t^} C A such that tn < tn+i and 
t^ ~> to. Then we can show that {v{tn)} is a Cauchy sequence, this can be shown 
by the fact that if h,t2 G A, then dP{v{h),v{t2)) < 谷丄五卞丄—力2广1. Hence we 
let v{to) = limn^oov(^n) and it is easy to see that the limit is well-defined and is 
^ Holder continuous. p 
Next, since u{t,y) is Holder continuous, 





JjP(uby,y)Mby,y))dy < ''E-m^x]by — a , r ^ • 
As usual we know that any absolute continuous function is differentiable al-
most everywhere. Actually, by aid of the above lemma one has the following 
lemma regarding to this fact. 
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Lemma 2.5 Fix 1 < p < oo, u G W^^P{I,X), where I = (0,1). Ifwe write u the 
Holder continuous representative, then it satisfies 
l i m + ( _ + ' ) ) : 咖 , a . e . t (2.43) e—O e 
wheree^{t) = [^]{t). 
Proof : Write cj(s) 二 d{u[t),u[t + s)), since we have 
d{u{t),u{t + e)) < j : \^\ds < j : + � � s � d s , (2.44) 
we immediately have 
1 — 樣 和 ) ) ^ 力 ) a . e . t. 
e—O e 
Next, we are to show that liminf,^o •⑴，？+⑶ > e^{t) a.e. t. Denote L C I 
to be the set of Lebesgue points for e^, that is, t G L if 
1 ft+r 
l in^^ / ]eUy)-emdy = 0^ 
e—o 2r Jt-r 
Let S > 0，define 
Ss 三 |t e L C I ： _ 種 和 ) ) < e?(t) — 4 L e—o e ) 
For any fixed /i > 0 we cover S^ by 
C = {(t — e, t + e) : e < …t e 知 稳 ， + � < 側 - � 柳 一 ' - 厂 e^.)d. < \ } 
Note that one always can pick such a cover C. By a well-known covering 
lemma in [7], we can choose {/Jg=i ^ C such that h n Ij = • for i • j and 
5^r=i \^ i\ - i l ^ L where | • | denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set. 
For each U = {U - 6i,U + e^ ) we consider the set { j j j ^ i = {[ti,U + e^)}?=! 
then y^_, 6i > 1 Ss . We partition I = [0,1] into disjoint half open intervals 
/ J%-~~~ 丄 ‘‘‘ o 
V = {Ji)7=i u {J,'>p with � =[ t , s t v + €-0 with 0 < e. < /i. 
4 
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Obviously, E L i q + T, i=i i^' = 1. Now 
/ n n 
Y^ d{u{U), u{U + 6i)) + ^ d{u{t,>),u{^i' + ^i')) 
i=l i'=l 
/ 
< ^{e^l{U)ei-6e,)+f2 广 〜 静 
• 1 ./ 1 Jtj i=l % =1 ^ 
‘ / 
^ ± [ ( 全 £ 、 ( _ + 丢 > 一 + ^ ： / , 洲 出 
i=l ^ i —1 ^ 
= { J : l - j y m - l p . 
< 1 , 推 - > (2.45) 
Next, we show that 
lim yd{u{U),u{U_i))= [ e^t)dt (2.46) 
M-o^ Ji 
In fact, since E^ < 00, for any f G 以！), 0 < f < 1 we have 
\ ,1— M ,%(t),^x(^ + e ) ) ^ , / v f'" d{u{t),u{t + e))^^ 
EUf) = limE:^{f) = lim / f{t)��)'�——'^dt < limsup / dt 
lKJ7 e—O 芒 ， 丄 ^ 7 e—oJt e e—0 Je ^ 
and thus 
[ 春 < H m s u p 广 观 , 剩 ) 汲 
Jl e—O Je ^ 
1 • r [^^2 d{u{t + ze),u{t+{z + l)e))^^ = l i m sup / > -肌 
HO ^ 7o 台 ^ 
+ limsup r _ , 和 ) ) 成 for some 0 < , < 1 
e—O Ji-(i+n)e e 
r ^'t^d{u{t + ze),u{t+{i^l)e))^^ 
= l i m sup / > ai 
HO ^ Jo 台 e 
Hence for 8 > 0，e > 0 small, there is t^ G (0, e) with 
[i]—2 
^ d{u{U + ie)Mt, + (i + l)e)) > J e^dt - 8 
i—l I 
4 
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Now let V : 0 = to < ti < ... < tk 二 1 be an arbitrary partition of I and 
N\\V\\ < e for N large. Pick a subpartition V' C V with 
V' = {ti e V ： u e {u + ie - ^ , te + ze + ^),i = 1, 2,...,([去]—2)} 
Then E l = r ' l^ . + k — U\ < EE—2 会 < ^ < 去，which shows that 
Y,d{u{tj),u{tj+i)) > ^d{u{U),u{U+i)) 
V V' 
[i]-2 
> Y^ [d{u{t, + ie),u{t, + {i + l)e)) 
i=l 
-d{u{te + ie),u{t, + {i + l)e)) 一 d{u{U),u{U+i)) } 
W-2 
> ^ [d{u{t, + ie),u{t, + {i + l)e)) 
i=i 
rU+ie ^te+(i+l)e . 
—(J eUt)dt + 义 e?W"t) } 
[i]-2 [i]-2 ^u+ie 
> Y1 d(u{te + ie)Mte + {i + l)e)) — 2 ^ / e ^ _ 
.1 ,_i Jti 
i=i 2—丄 
> | ^ e U t ) d t - S - 2 { j ^ ) ^ { E ; ) ' ^ (2.47) 
As (5, N arbitrary, 
lim y d { u { t j ) , u { t j ^ i ) ) > [ eUt)dt (2.48) 丨丨”一0^  Ji 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
Td{u{tj)Mtj+i)) = ^^Kti),^fe+i)) < E 广1 聊 * = f 眷 * . • • j ti j I V J 0 3 
Hence we have concluded that 
lim yd{u{U),u{U.i))= [ e^,{t)dt 
ni-o^ Ji 
Back to the inequality (2.45) , taking “ ~> 0 and then e^  一 0, e-/ 一 0，n ^ oo, 
the left hand side tends to J\e^dt and therefore showing that \Ss\ = 0. 
# 
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Let ( ¾ } ¾ be a sequence such that ^ ^ 0. Then 
^ , d(u(t),u(t H- e)) ?"丄、飞 
UiSsi = S 三{f G L C I : l i m i n f � � 乂 ，�~ - < e\{t)] » oi 1^  e^0 e 
is of measure zero. Now since \L\ = |/|, we conclude that 
l i m i n f + W X t + ^ S e ^ a.e.t 
e—O e 
This proves the lemma. 口 
Next, we modify the above lemma by consider the p' power of the term in 
equality (2.43). 
Lemma 2.6 Let 0 be the hounded Euclidean domain we discussed before. Fix 
1 < P < oo, u G LP{n,X), and let 伊丑权 < oo. Then for any 1 < p < p there 
exists a representative ofu so that 
- d P ' _ ) M t + e,y)) = ,i (f,w 二 [ # 1 (t,^) a.e. (t,y) (2.49) 
e^o eP L ayig � 
and ^'e^,(x) 二 fe\[x)Y a.e. x G 0 . 
Proof: Let 
gAt,y) 二 d _ , , e , y ) ) ^《。⑶，讽…=〜漏,h{t^y) = ^;,[t,y). 
Obviously, ge{t,y) ~> g{t,y), and 
lim / fgP dfj,s = / fhdfj^6 e—o J^ J^ 
for any f G Cc{^). 
Write n 二 G U B, G 门 B = 0，where g^ ~> g uniformly on G (By Egorov 
theorem, B can be chosen with arbitrary small positive measure). Then for , 
f e CM, 
lim / fgP d^s = / fg^ d^u 
e—o JG JG 
4 
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and 
/ f 
limsup I fgP:d4H < limsup ( / fg^dfj^s) ‘ ( / 协<5) ^ 
e—O JB €^0 \JB 乂 ^JB 7 
/ / 
< lfloo{''E;f{^s{B))^ 
Hence we have 
[ f g P ' d ^ < liminf [ fg^'d^is 
Jn 6—0 九 
= l i m / fgP diu 
'—”n 
= / fhdfis 
Jn 
/ ‘ p p — p 
< l i m / fgUf^s + l f l o o { ' ' E ; ) ' [ f i s { B ) ) ‘ 
J G 
/ / 
< f f f � s + \ f \ o o [ 8 i E ; f [ — � 
J f2 
Choosing 胸(5) — 0 we conclude that /^ fg^'djis 二 Jo fhdfis for any f G Cc{ft) 
which shows by Weyl's lemma that gP {t,y) = h(t,y), that is, 
{''elY{t,y) = ''e;{t,yy 
The second statement follows obviously from the first result. 口 
The next lemma shows that the previous results are still valid for p, 
Lemma 2.7 Let 0 be as above. Fix 1 < p < oo, u G LP{n,X). Assume ^^E^ < 
oo, then d{^\p) « d|is and there is a representative ofu so that 
lim*(t,yWt + e , y ) ) = 伊 ， 於 仏 ( t , y ) (2.50) 
e—O eP 
where ^$,2/) = [^^](力，").Furthermore, ^'e^{x) 二（"e5f(:r)y^ a.e. x. 
Proof: We first show that 
[ f f e - f d f , s < [ fdfe；) 
jQ Jn 
and [ f fe^ ,Ydf is > [ f d f e ^ ) . 
Jn Jn 
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The first inequality results from the Fatou's lemma, in fact, for f e Cc{^), f > 0, 
/ , 释 ： / ， 】 f / _ , ， , " ) ) ‘ 
‘ < liLnf [ , ( 偏 和 , " ) ) 如 




r M,oi u� 1. f ,dP(u(t,y)Mt + e,y)) 
j j < � �= ^ JJ ^ 如 
= j y n u [ t , y ) , f + e,y))_6 + o ^ 
Now, for e > 0 fixed, 
jyPHt,y),f + e,y))d_ = jy^P'^y、，+ ^)dw +�\",\(l), forp<p 
Hence we have 
[弟；)=//(^"),f + e , " ) ) " " � | " � ( l ) + o“l) 
Jn Jn 沙 
< [/f-(^^e^r^M^ + o,^_^.,(l)+o,(l) 
JQ 
[ f d f e ; ) < [ if.(#e5T""dOe(l) 
Jn Jn 
where the last inequality follows by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theo-
rem {fe^)P 一 {^'e^)P as p — p and {^'e^Y < 1 + {^'e\)P). Letting e — 0，we 
conclude that 
[ffe-,ydf,s > [ fdfe;Y 
Jn Jn 
The second statement is then obvious. 口 
Now we are able to study the following main theorem, 
Theorem 2.6 Let {Q^,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Let u G W^^^{Vt,X) for 
some 1 < p < oo, and let Z G r(TQ). Then d{^e^) is absolute continuous with 
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respect to dfig for p. In particular, 
d{^e^){x) = lu,{Z)fdfig{x) (2.51) 
where 
lim^e^(x) 二 K(Z)|^(x),a.e.rr (2.52) 
e—O 
for Holder continuous ( on each integral curve induced hy Z) representative u. 
Proof: Pick a local coordinate neigborhood {U, (x^ ...x^)) and write 
z = J2z'^.^nm 
i 
Then for f G C^Q), f > 0, by Theorem 2.5, 








We have the following measure inequality, 
剩 < nP-i|Z|?’� ; f ]|^i*(^)|%)d� (rr) 
i=i 
and thus d{^e^) « d^g. Now let A = {x G Q : Z{x) = 0}, then 
/ < � ” � - i | M o o E / 卜*(嘉)|%0办“一0. 
JA i=l ^^ 
Hence one obtains \u,{Z)\P{x) = 0 for x G A. For x G Q, Z(x) + 0, we simply 
consider a local coordinate neighborhood at x, (U, (x\ ...,rr^)), such that Z{y)= 
^\y for all y G U. Simply applying Lemma 2.7, we conclude that 
lim^e^(x) = \u^{Z)\P{x),a,e.x • 
e—O 
Next, we collect some useful facts in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.7 Let u e W^"(^),X), 1 < p < oo. IfZ,W e T{TCl) and ifh is a 
Lipschitz function on Cl, then 
|ii*(Z + T^)|Or) < \u,{Z)\{x) + \u,{W)\{x) 
]u,{hZ)f{x) = |/i|P(20h=(QrW a.e.x (2.53) 
//^ ： Q^ 一 fl is a diffeomorphism, and ifv = u o 也 then v G W^^P{^i,X) and 
K(Z)|^(x) = K(^*(Z))|P(x), a.e.x. (2.54) 
Proof: We only verify last formula. It follows simply from the following: 
糊 6 爹 ) ） = 斗 綱 ， 妳 糊 綱 ， ⑶ ) 
二 dP[[UQl[^)[X),[UQ^P)[k[X,e)))  
— ^ 
二 乂—⑷ • 
In Theorem 2.6 we have shown that d{^e^) « djjLg, next we are able to use 
this result to show that de^ is also absolute continuous with respect to d^g. 
Theorem 2.8 Let (Q,p) be a Riemanman domain, 1 < p < oo. Let u G 
V^i'P(r^,X). Then de^ is absolute continuous with respect to djj,g. In fact, 
de^{x) = I • i4(:r)(f/x"(aO (2.55) 
where 
\Vu\p{x) = [ |i^a;)|PMcM^) ^ L\Q) (2.56) 
J5^-i 
Proof: We reduce the case to that Q has an orthonormal frame. By 5. of 
Theorem 2.5, for f G Cc{n) 
E-{f) = [ T(f)d+) 
J5"-i 
二 / / f{x)\u^{u;)\P{x)dfig{x)da{uj) 
Js^-i Jn 
= [ f { x ) i [ \u.{Lu)\P{x)da{u))dfig{x) 
Jn \ Js"-i z 
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This concludes that 
de^(x) = ( / |ii*M|P(aOcM^^P(T) = lv4(*"pW 乂 Js<n-1 , 
Finally, | • u\p G L^{Q) follows from de^ G " ( Q ) . 口 
Next, the following corollary complements Theorem 2.7. 
Corollary 2.3 Let u e V F " ( l l , X ) , 1 < p < oo. IfZe T{m), then 
\u,{Z)\P{x) < C{a>i\Z\P{x) • I •�p(x) a.e. x, (2.57) 
Proof: This is easily justified by using 1. of Theorem 2.5，Theorem 2.8 and a 
partition of unity argument. 口 
2.5 Trace of maps on Lipschitz domains 
Definition of Lipschitz domain: Let (Q,g) be a Riemannian domain. 
Boundary dQ of^7is Lipschitz near x G dQ ifthere is local neigborhood {U, {x^,…’ x^)) 
at X G dn such that x^{q) = f{x\q), ...,x^'^q)) for all q G dQ U U where f is 
a Lipschitz function. Actually, it is equivalent to that there is a neigborhood U 
of X, a smooth vector field Z (transverse vector field) defined on U and positive 
numbers p, to so that for all x G dVt the integral curve xz{x,t) satisfies 
xz{x,t)en, if o<t<to; 
h�x,t)^Q^, if -to < t < 0; 
dM{xz{x,t),dQ)>p\t\ if \t\ < to. (2.58) 
Assume dfl is compact, then it is Lipschitz if dQ is Lipschitz near each 
X G dft. It is then equivalent to the existence of a smooth vector field Z defined 
in a neigborhood U �d Q which satisfies the above conditions. We then call Q. 
Lipschitz Riemannain domain if d^ is Lipschitz. 
Let 1 < p < oo, u e W^^P{n,X) iip> 1 {u G BV{Q,X) iip= 1). If d^ is 
Lipschitz and if Z is a transverse vector field defined on a neigborhood U�dQ 
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satisfying the conditions above. We write xz{x, t) the integral curve of Z through 
X, then from the theory we developed in section 2.4 that u has a representative so 
that for almost all x G dft, u{xz{x,t)), 0 < t < ^ , are either Holder continuous 
( p > 1) or of bounded variations (p=l) . Thus it is naturally to define a map on 
dQ. (we call it trace map of u) by 
tr{u){x)三3 lim u{xz{x,t)) t—o+ 
where the limit is defined almost everywhere ( with respect to (n-l)-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure on dfl). 
Furthermore, 
[dP{u{x),u{xz{x,t)))dE < C{ [ de^y\Z\P^, (2.59) 
Jon ^^zioc 
where C 二 C(^^, Q.^\z\^ = Q\A|^oo, and cEJ—i is the (n-l)-dimensional surface 
area measure of dVL In fact, let { f / , (Xi” . . ,Xn)} be a coordinate neigborhood 
with Xn[v) 二 /(Ti(P), ...,Tn-i(P)) for p e dQ, where f is Lipschitz, then 
[dP{u{x),u{xz{x,t)))d^ < C dF(u�Xi”,.,a:n)Mxi”",Xn + t))d0Ci—d0Cn—i 
JdQ J 
< C jzElCi^?\z\JltP—idoci...dxn-i 
< " � 1 ^ J f H 
< C>-1|Z|L [ de^ 
^ ^ Z | o o 
Next, since u e LP(Q,X), 
[dP{u{x),P)dfj.g{x) < oo, 
Jn 
and in local coordinates discussed above, 
j cF{u{x), P)dfJ^g(X) > C L jd^H^u ..., OCn + t), P)dXi...dXn-ldt 
we conclude that 
JdF{u{xi,..., Xn + t), P)dxi...dxn-1 < oo a.e. t, 
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which means that /如 dP{u{xz{x, t))，P)dI： < 00 and thus u{xz{x, t)) G U\dVt, X) 
cl.G. t . 
Furthermore, the map tr{u) G LP{dCl,X) is the U" limit of almost all the 
maps u{xz{x, t)). In fact, 
[dP{tr{u),u{xz{x,t)))d^ < CtP-'\Z\P^ [ de^^O 
Jd^ ^^|oc 
as t — 0. Therefore tr{u) is well defined independently of our representative u. 
Proposition 2.5 The trace map tr{u) is independent ofthe choice of transverse 
vector fields. 
Proof: Let Z, W be two transverse vector fields. We wish to show that the maps 
u{xz{x,t)) and u{xw{x,t)) from dQ — X converge (a.e. t) to the same trace 
map tr{u). Denote 0(x) 二 ：^恢(工?(工)，力)，for f G Cc (^+^ ) . • < f < 1, f 三 1 
for /ii < d{x, dQ) < ^2, we have 
广 2^ � r 
�� / dP{u{xz{x,t)),u{xw{x,t)))dEdt < C / f{x)dP{u{x),u{^{x)))dfig{x) 
Jif Jon 7¾ 
for 0 < p < po, where pQ satisfies (2.58). Note that the above inequality can be 
justified by consider the following set inequality 
A = {xz(x , t ) e n : a: G dn,te [ — ， ^ ] } C {x G ^ : ^1 < d{x, dQ) < "2}. 
P 乙oo 
Now, since \^{x) - x\ < C\Z{x) — W{x)\t if we write 8 = |0(x) — x|oo over 
U n Qf^, ’ then for small 购，we see that 8 < C^2\Z — VF|oo. Pick "1 to satisfy 
r^2 
^ = 2|||^ , in case |Z - W\oo is sufficiently small, such as |Z W\oo < Qc\z\oo， 
we may have 3S < //i( for all small 时). 
Consider f G Cc{^3s) which also satisfies the conditions above, by Lemma 
2.2, we have 
[f[x)dF{u{x),u{(f>[x)))d^jig[x) < C8^ [ de^ ^¾ ^¾+. 
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Therefore, we conclude 
f ^ /^^ dP(u(xz(x, t)),u(xw(x, t)))dEdt C6Pjf de-
2|Z|oo " " < ^:t f �0 
M2 — M2 
2 | Z | o o 2 | Z | o o 
as \Jb2 — 0. This implies that 
/ dF{u{xz{x, t)),u{xw{x, t)))dE — 0，a.e.t. 
Jdft 
Thus Z, W define the same trace map on dVt. In fact, 
{ [ dP{trz{u){x),tTw{u){x))d^y < ( [ dP{trz{u){x),u{xz{x,t)))dJ:y 
^ Jdn , \ Jdn , 1 
+ ( J dF{u{xz{x, t)), u{xw{x, t)))dE^ ^ 
+ ( / dF{u{xw{x, t)), trw{u){x))dT, j ^ 
^ JdQ ) 
— 0 , a.e.t. 
which shows that d{trz{u){x),trw{u){x)) = 0 a.e. x on dQ^. 
In the above proof, we imposed a condition on Z � W that |Z - W\oo should 
be sufficiently small. However, the theorem remains true if |Z — W\ is large since 
we know that if Z, W are transverse vector fields, then aZ + bW, a, b > 0，must 
be transverse vector fields, and the theorem can be proved by induction. • 
Next, one can prove the following properties of trace maps. 
Theorem 2.9 Let (Q,g) be a Lipschitz Riemannian domain, fix 1 < p < oo. 
Any u e iyi'P(r2,X) has a well-defined trace map tr{u) G LP{d^,X) and 
1. If{ui} C W^^P{n,X), E^ < E < 00，and 
/ dF{ui{x),u{x))djjig{x) 一 0 
Jn 
for some map u G B{Vt, X), then 
[cF{tr{ui){x),tr{u){x))dJ: — 0 (2.60) 
JdQ 
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忍.I fu,v e W^^^[^,X), then tr{u) 二 tr(v) ifand only iftr{d{u,v)) = 0，where 
d{u,v)eW^^p{n,R) = W^^p{n). 
Proof: 
1. By Theorem 2.2, we know that u G W^'^{fl,X) and thus u defines a trace 
map tr{u) G U^dQ,X). Fix a transverse vector field with |Z|oo < 1. Simply 
consider the following inequalities 
([cF{tr{ui){x),tr{u){x))dT)' 乂 Jdn , 
< t o " H / � ( tF(tr(<K$),tr(n)(:r))cEc^y 
^ Jo Jdn 乂 1 
< Ct l '^\ ( / I V Ui\pdiJ.g{x)) P + ( / I V u|pdMg(o )^) P 
— ^^^0 “略 
+ C f ^ H [ dP{u,{x),u{x))dfXg{x)Y (2.61) 
^ H ) 
Letting i — oo, we have 
/ dF{ui{x),u{x))dfj.g{x) ~> 0. 
Jng *0 
After then, let to — 0 we have 
[dP{tr{ui){x),tr{u){x))d^ — 0. 
Jdn 
2. Next, we show that tr{u) = tr{v) if and only if tr{d{u,v)) = 0. First 
suppose tr{u) = tr{v) a.e. on dCl, since 
广 1 
( / dP{u{x),v{x))dflg{x)y 
V Ho ) 
< Cto({ / \^u\p{x)dfj.g{x))i + ( / \\7^\p{xW9{^))n 
— ^ Ho Ho 
+ c 4 ( [ dP{tr{u){x)My){^))d^Y (2-62) 
\ Jdft 乂 
Now since d{tr{u){x),tr{v){x)) = 0, we conclude that 
lim t / [ dP{u{x),v{x))dfj.g{x) = 0. 
*o—O Jfig 
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Write h{x) = d{u{x),v{x)), define 
1 X G ^t 
T]t = < 2‘(尤调)—1 X G filM 
0 X G Vft \ 2 
Then /^ \r}th — hjPd/^g — 0 as t — 0. Also, 
( ^ | v M ) - V ^ r ^ M . ) ' < {j^h^lVmrdfigy 
+ ( [ h-invhrdf,gY 
\ Jn z 
Now 
lim [ hP\s7rjt\PdfXg = 2 M i m " [ dP{u{x),v{x))d|ig{x) = 0 “ 0 J^ “ 0 J^c 
and f^ |"t - l|P| V h\Pdfig — 0 as t — 0. We conclude that rjth — h in W^^P 
norm. Since each rjth is of trace zero, we deduce that h is also a map of 
trace zero. 
Conversely, if tr{d{u,v)) = 0, then 
[ h ^ { x ) d f i g { x ) < C ^ [ I V h]^dfig, 
J ^ � p ^¾ 
together with 
( f dP(tr{u),tr{v))dT)' < Ctl'H{[ |v^r^Mp)^ + (/ lV^l^dfig)') 
乂 JdQ ) \ J^% ^¾ 
+Cto'f [ dP{u,v)d^g]' (2.63) 
^ M ) 
letting to ^ 0, tr{u) = tr{v). 口 
Next, one can prove the following theorem which will be used in Theorem 4.2 
concerning the locally Lipschitz continuity of harmonic maps. 
Theorem 2.10 Let fl he a Lipschitz Riemannian domain, 
n = Qi u {dQi n dn2) u ^ 2, 
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where Qi，fl2 are Lipschitz subdomains. Fix 1 < p < 00； and Ui G W^'^{fli,X), 
i = 1,2. Suppose that tr{ui){x) = tr{u2){x), x G dO! A dn?. Then the map 
• 
ui{x) X e fii 
u{x) 二 tr{ui){x) = tr{u2){x) X e dfk n dVt2 
U2{x) X G VL2 
\ 
satisfies E^ < 00 and 
[\\/u\p{x)d^ig{x) = I \vui\p{x)d^g{x)+ / \vu2\p{x)dfig{x). (2.64) 
J^ Jni J^2 
Proof: It suffices to show that E^ < oo. Once E^ < oo, we have 
E^= / / \u^{Lj)\P{x)dfj.g{x)da{uj) 
Js^-^ Jn 
where \u^{ij)\P{x) can be calculated independently by ui, u2 respectively in f2i, 1¾ 
and then (2.64) holds obviously. 
Let Z be a transverse vector field defined in a neigborhood of dVLi fl dVt2 
pointing into 1¾. Because dVti n dVt2 is Lipschitz and compact, dVii fl d fh can 
be covered by a finite number of open sets Ui, Let F^  二 Ui D (31¾ fl ^ ¾ ) , then 
r^ can be chosen so that each Ti satisfies 
0 , : J 5 ^ - ^ ( O , l ) C R ^ - i x { O > ^ r , 
where each 4>i is Lipschitz onto map. Then for to small, we define a new Lipschitz 
map 
^{y,t) = xz{My),t)^{y^t) ^ B^-1(0,1) X (-to,to) 
Then we have constructed two maps 
灼= ^ i i o V ; : B n — i ( 0 , l ) x ( — Z o , C O — X 
V2 = U20^: B^-\0,1) X {0,to)^X 
仍 e v^i,p(5^-i(0,1) X H o , 0 ) ) , 2^ e 恢1气5几—1(0,1) X (0,to)). Furthermore, 
in this local coordinates,羞 corresponds to Z in 2^, we see that tr{vi) = tr{v2) 
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in 5几-1(0，1). The problem is then reduced to which the maps are defined on 
cylinder domain. 
Now pick a unit direction cu G S^~^ with u;^  > 0 (this assumption facilitates 
our computations below) and reprensentatives of v^  and v2 such that vi, V2 are 
^ Holder continuous along the line 
k = {x + tuj e B^-\0,1) X (-to,to) ： t e R) ,a .e .x G B"—i(0,1) 
We still denote vi, V2 the restrictions of vi, V2 on the line l^. Then 
/ 
vi{t) —h < t < 0 
v[t) = tr{vi){x) = tr(v2)(x) t = 0 
v2(t) 0 < t < /2 
V 
is still ^ Holder continuous on the line 1^：. This can be checked obviously. Now p 
for t < 0 < t + e, 
cF_Mt + e)) < (^d(v{t),v(0))^d(v{0),v(t + e))Y 
< 2P-i (^dF{v{t),v{0)) + dP{v{0),v{t + e))) 
" t i f i ^ p - + ( m r r i ^ ^ w 
^ 1 „ 1 / 广 dvi{s) V ^  ['+' dv2{s) P^ \ ,�__. 
< 2P-^eP-^ f / , ) ds+ / —7^ ds) (2.65) 
— V Jt ds Jo ds y 
where 0 < t + e < e {t < 0). Of course, if t, t + e lie on the same side, then the 
above inequalities still hold. Hence, for -e < ti < 0 < t2 < e, 
pdF{v{t),v{t + e))dt < jt dP{v{t),v{t + e))dt + J^ dP{v{t),v{t^e))dt 
'1 ‘ 1 „ 1 严 ( 广 dv^{s) P � 广+' dv^{s) V X 
< 2^ie”i / / ~~— ds^ / ~~；^ ds)dt 
— Jt, \Jt ds Jo ds / 
+ 6 P - i 广 广 逢 P g 
Jo Jo ds 
< 2 P e P ( r ^ � + � ^ d s ) (2.66) 
- V 人1 ds Jo ds / 
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which implies that 
广 / f^ dr,{s) p^ f''^' dv2{s)iP, \ ,。广"、 
( e r _ q � ^ ~ ^ : " s + l 丁⑷(2.,0 
Therefore, 
^E ' = sup (limsup [ f { t y ; { t )d t ) 
feCci-iuh)� f—o J{-1,j2) , 
o</<i 
rt,iO rt2{*) rh � 
< snp (limsup( / + / + / )f{f)e]'(t)(lt] 
feCc{-hJ2) ^ (—• J-ii 、八1(0 "2(0 
o</<i 
< DC 
whore /1(f),/2(f) — 0 as e 一 0, which tlioii shows that ^E'' < oc and thus 
T，( — / l ’ / ‘ 2 ) = T ( — / l , ( ) )+T(0, /2) . 
Back to maps ri./'2 dofined 011 tlio whole cylinder, l)y T = /"'E"-^/.r. \vr 
ol)taiii 
^E" = j-E''-'d.r 
= 斤£丨.丨,.『+ ^£：12今/‘7, 
= T i + f 2 
X r x t . \vr (l(xluce that E'' < ^. Hmv(�\.(T, iii E u c l i d e a n (loiiiaiii, for f > (). 
f e (:(/r-i(o.i) X Ho./o)), 




< (l/U + o,(l))([ ‘下1.、岭、+[ -'E-^ claU)) (2.G8) 
^ J5" - J .7.S"-J , 
which shows tliat 
E '三 sup (lim sup £•；•(/) ) < £•" + £ • � < ^^ (2.69) 
/eCc(-/i./2) ^ '—0 , 
o</<i 
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Therefore, by Theorem 2.5 
E^ = [ ^E^da{u) = E^ + E\ 
Js^-^ 
Finally, we can then apply the result back to general Riemannian domain and the 
proof is just by the partition of unity argument. 口 
Chapter 3 
Sobolev maps into NPC space 
3.1 NPC space 
In this section, we study generalised concept of complete, simply connected 
Riemannian manifolds of non-positive curvature. The space we are to study will 
be called non-positively curved complete metric space (NPC space in abridged 
form). 
Definition: A complete metric space {X, d) is said to be non-positively 
curved (NPC) if 
(i). (X, d) is a length space. 
For any two points P, Q in X there is a continuous curve 7 : [0,1] — X 
with 7(O) = P, 7(1) 二 Q such that 
m 
d{P,Q) = s u p ( ^ 6 ^ ( 7 ( t O , 7 ( V i ) ) ) (3.1) 
^ i=i 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 
V = {0 = to < ti < … < tm 二 1} 
of [0,1]. We call such a distance-realizing curve geodesic. 
58 
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(ii). For any P,Q,R in X and choices of geodesies ^p,Q,jp,RnQ,R^ for any 0 < 
入 < 1 write Qx for the point on q^^ R such that d{Q, Qx) = Xd{Q,R) and 
d{R, Qx) = (1 - X)d{Q, R). One must have 
d\P, Qx) < (1 - X)d'{P. Q) + Xd\P, R) — A(1 — \Y\Q. R). (3.2) 
It is a simple fact that X is a length space if and only if any two points 
P, Q e X, there is a mid-point Pi G X such that d{P, Pi) = d{Q, Pi) = |c^(P, Q). 
On the other hand, the geometric meaning of the second condition is that if 
P,Q,R,Qx are the vertices of the corresponding triangle (possibly degenerate) 
in 股2 (The lengths of the corresponding sides are equal), then 
d{P,Qx)<]P-Qxl (3.3) 
In fact, if we denote vectors OP = P, OQ = Q, OR = R, OQx = Qx, where 
0 is the origin of the R^-plane, then we must have 
\P-Qx\' = \P-{Q + X{R-Q))\' 
=|P-0|2 — 2 A < P - 0 , ^ — 0 � + A 2 | ^ — (5|2. 
However, since (P - Q) + {R - P) + (Q — R) = 0, we simply get 
\P — Q|2 - 2 < P - g, R — Q > +\R — 0|2 - 1^ - P|2 
Substitute to the previous equality, we get 
\P-Qx\' 二 (l — A)|P — 0r + A|^-P|2 — A(l — A)|A-0|2 
= ( 1 — \)d\P, Q) + \d\P, R) - A(1 - \)d\Q, R) (3.4) 
The condition (ii) is then equivalent to d{P, Qx) < \P — ^A • 
Moreover, using successive subdivision one shows that the condition (ii) 
will be sufficed if we just show the inequality for A 二 |. 
Next, the following proposition exhibits some interesting properties of NPC 
space, especially, the third statement shows how NPC space generalizes the usual 
manifolds with non-positive sectional curvature. 
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Proposition 3.1 1. geodesies in an NPC space are unique. 
2. Any NPC space (X, d) is simply connected. 
3, Any complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold having non-positive 
sectional curvature is an NPC space. 
乂. IfX is NPC and if (Q,p) is a Riemannian domain ( Q is compact), then 
L^{Q,X) is an NPC space. 
Proof: 
1. Let Q,R G X , 7i(s),72(s) be two geodesies joining Q,R, where s is the 
arclength of 71(s),72(s). Then for any s G (0,d(Q,i?)), for the geodesic 
triangle A71(s)Qi? and by NPC condition we have t/(7i(s),72(s)) < 0. 
(Since the corresponding Euclidean R^ triangle A71(s)(5^ is a straight line 
segment and 71(5) = 72(s)). Hence we conclude that 71(s) = 72(s). 
2. Let a{t) : [0,1] 一 X be any closed (continuous) curve in NPC space X and 
a{0) = a(l) = P G X . Let 7¾ be the (unique) geodesic joining a{t) and 
P and let 7^(5), s G [0,1], be the point on 7^  with a fraction s of distance 
from P to a{t). Consider the map H{s, t) : [0,1] x [0，1] ^ X 
H{s,t)=jt{s) 
Obviously, H{0,t) = P,H{l,t) = a{t); H{s,0) = P,H{s, 1) - P. Next, we 
are to show that H{s,t) is continuous. By triangle inequality, 
d{H{s,t),H{so,to)) < d{jt{s)nto{so)) 
< d{^t{s)nt{so))^d{^t{so),7to{so)) 
< |s — 5o| max d{a{t), P) + d{jt{so), 7*o(^o)) 
— te[o,i] 
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For the second term (i(7t(so),7to(^)), by NPC condition we have 
d H 7 t { s 0 ) n M ) < (1 - So) (^Sod{P, a ( to ) ) ) ' + Sod^{a{t), 7^0(^0)) 
-so{l-so)cP{a{t),P) 
< sl{l - so)d2(P, a(to)) + So [(1 - so)d'(a(t), P) 
+sod^a{t), a{to)) — 5o(l — so)d\P, a{to)) 
-so{l-so)d\P,a{t)) 
二 s g c P _ , ^ ) ) 
which shows that H{s, t) is continuous, and hence any NPC space is simply 
connected. 
3. Let M^ be a complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold having non-
positive sectional curvature. By Hopf-Rinow theorem, any two points in 
the manifold can be joined by a minimizing geodesic which shows that M 
is a length space. Furthermore, by Hadamard theorem, expp : TpM ^ M 
is a diffeomorphism for any P e M, we deduce that any two points can be 
joined by a unique geodesic (and thus minimizing). 
Next, let P,Q,R G M and denote Qi the midpoint of Q,R. Let 
2 
7pg, 7Q^, ^ PR be the geodesies joining PQ, QR, PR respectively. Consider 
the map • = e x p g : M — Tq, M ^ W. Then we have 
^ ^ 
dM(P,Ql) = dun(0,^(P)) 
2 
dM(Q,R) = d^n(c/>(Q),c/>(R)), 
0 denotes the origin of Tq^M. Moreover, it is well-known in any funda-
iz 
mental Riemannian geometry text that 
dM{P.Q) = l{lP0) > miPo)) > d^.{^{P)A{Q)) 
dM{P,R) 二 KiPR) > K4>{iPR)) > d^n{^[P)A{R)) 
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where /(•) denotes the length of the curve. Hence we conclude that 
dU^,Q|) = 4n(0,(/>(P)) 
二 ldl4</>(p),m) + 臺 4 “ 0 ( 尸 ) , _ ) — j 4 “ _ , _ ) 
< lm7pQ)) + l1'(H7pR)) — > Q , 用 
< l4AP, Q) + \dl{P, R) - > Q , R) 
which proves our assertion. 
4. If Q is a Riemannian domain, then we know from Proposition 2.1 that 
L^{Q,X) is a complete metric space in which the metric is given by 
D{u,v) = ( j d^{u{x),v{x))djjLg{x)^^. 
Next, let u,v G L^(Q,X), define a curve Ut : [0,1] — L^{Vt,X) joining 
u,v such that Ut{p) is the point on the ( unique) geodesic joining u{p),v{p) 
with a fraction t of distance from u{p) to v{p). It is easy to see that 
ut G L^(0, X ) for any t and Ut : [0,1] — L^{Vt, X) is a continuous curve 
Now we are able to show that L^(Q,X) is a length space. In fact if 
u,v e L^(Q,X) then the curve Ut : [0,1] — L^{VL,X) discussed above will 
be a geodesic. For any partition V = {to == 0 < ti < ... < t^ == 1} C [0,1], 
direct computation gives 
m 厂 \ i 
B(u,v) = J2(ti-ti_i){^ / d^(u(x),v(x))d/^g(x)y 
i=i Jn 
m 广 1 
= E [ d2(utAx),UtJoc))dfj^g(x)y 
• 1 J 0 
Z=1 
m 
=Y.D{uu .m^_； ) (3.5) 
i=l 
which shows that L^{Vt,X) is a length space. 
Moreover, the geodesies in L^{il,X) are unique. Suppose 
7： [0,i]^L^{n,x) 
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is another geodesic joining u,v G L^{^,X) and let 
{to = 0 < h < …< tm = 1} 
be a finite partition of [0,1]. Then 
D{u,v) 二 (^j d^{u{x),v{x))dfj.g{x)y 
P m 2 \ i 
< ( / (Xl^(7t.(^),7^.-i(^)) d^ig{^)y 
Jn i=i 
m p i 
< J2{ d\jtA^),jt,.Ax))dfj.g{x)y 
{—i JQ 
< D{u,v) (3.6) 
Therefore, the inequalities should be equalities for any partition 
{to = 0 < h < …< tm = 1} 
of [0,1]. Hence we must have 
m 
d(u(x),v(x)) = ^c^(7t^(a:),7t^-i(^)) a.e. x, 
i=i 
which shows that for a.e. x fixed, j(t)(x) : [0，1] — X is a geodesic joining 
u{x),v{x). By uniqueness of geodesies in NPC space X， j { t ) {x) = Ut(x) a.e. 
X. Thus j(t) 二 ut and the uniqueness of geodesies in L^{Q,X) is shown. 
Finally, let w,u,v G L^{Vi,X), then 
D^{w,ut) = / d^{w{x),ut{x))dfj.g{x) 
JQ 
< j ((1 — t)d\w{x), u{x)) + td^{w{x), v{x)) 
-t{l-t)d^u{x),v{x))yflg{x) 
= ( 1 — t)D\w, u) + tD^{w, v) - t{l — t)D^u, V) 
which shows the NPC inequality of L^{Q, X). 口 
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Definition: Let {P,Q,i^, 5 } C (X, d). We say that {P, Q, R, S} is sub-
embedded into R2 if there is {P , Q, R, 5 } C M^  so that 
d(P, Q) = |P — 0|，c?(Q,i^ = |0-^; 
d{R, S) = \R-Sld{S,P) = \S-P\', 
d{P, R) < \P-Rld{Q,S) < \Q-S\ (3.7) 
where | | denotes the (Euclidean) distance between the points. {P, Q, R, 5 } C 
R2 is called a sub-embedding for {P, Q, R, 5 } C (X, d). We say that {X, d) 
satisfies the sub-embedding property if every ordered sequence of four points 
can be sub-embedded into R^. 
The next two lemmas will be used to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.1 A length space is NPC if and only if it satisfies the sub-embedding 
property. If{X, d) is NPC then one may always pick a sub-embedding {P , Q, R, 5 } C 
R2 介厂 IP, Q, R, 5 } c (X, d) so that the Euclidean sequence forms the consecutive 
vertices of a convex quadrilateral. 
Proof : Assume length space (X, d) has sub-embedding property. Let 
{P,Q,R)c{X,d) 
and 0< 入 <1. Then {F, Q, Qx, R} C (X，d) has a sub-embedding 
{P,Q,Qx.R)cR^. 
It is easy to see that Q, Qx, R lie on a straight line segment and by sub-embedding 
property, 
d{P,Qx)<\P-Qx\ 
which implies that {X, d) is an NPC space. 
Conversely, let (X, d) be NPC. Let {P,Q,R,S} C {X, d). We may embed 
{ F , g , 5 } , {Q,R,S) into { F , Q , 5 } , {Q,R, S] in such a way that the two Eu-
clidean triangles have same edge QS and P, R lie on opposite sides of the edge. 
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Let Qx lie on the straight line Q, S such that 
\Qx-Q\ 二 入 | 0 -礼 
| 仏 - 詞 = ( l - A ) | Q - 5 | , 
and let Qx be the corresponding points on QS. 
I. The quadrilateral {P , Q, R, S} is convex. 
Let Qx be the intersection of diagonals PR, QS and Q^ the corresponding 
point on QS. Then 
d{P, R) < d{P,Qx) + d{Qx,R) 
< |P_0A| + |<5A-^| 
= | P - ^ 
Hence {P,Q,R, S} C M^  is the convex sub-embedding of {P,Q,R, 6'} C 
[X,d). 
II. The quadrilateral {P , Q, R, 5 } is not convex. Then exactly one of the inte-
rior angles ZPQR, ZRSP is greater than [ We assume that Z.PQR > 7r. 
We orient the points so that R = (0, 0), P = (0, /), 1 > 0 and so that Q and 
S lie to the right of the y-axis. 
i. If d(P, R) < \P — R\. We reflect Q across y-axis and this increases 
Q — S\ leaving the other five pairwise distances unchanged. The con-
structed {P , Q, R, § } is then a convex sub-embedding of 
{P,Q,R,S)c{X,d). 
ii. If d{P, R) > \P - R\. We denote 6>i = ZPSR, % 二 ZPQR (exterior 
angle), Os = ZQPS, 9^ = ZQRS, a = |P-Q|, b = \Q-Rl c = |^-5|, 
d= \P-Sly= |Q-5|. Then 
/2 = a2 + 62__2a6cos6>2 
f = c^ + d^-2cdcos 6>i 
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If we let a, b, c, d fixed, let y, Oi,i = 1,2,3,4, be the functions of 1. 
Then 
. e l( 1 1 \ 
1 2 \ cd sin Oi ah sin 62 ^  
= —(ah sin O2 — cd sin ^i) 
abcd sin 61 sin O2 V 乂 
= 1- ( Area of APQR - Area of l\PRs) 
abcd sin Oi sin O2 V , 
< 0 
Thus, 3^ + 4^ = 27T — 61 + 62 increases as 1 increases, which then 
implies by y^{l) = b^ + c^  - 26ccos 6>4, y^{l) 二 c^ + cP — 2adcos 6>3 that 
y{l) is an increasing function of 1. Therefore, if d{P, R) > |P — ^|, 
we continue increasing 1 until d{P, R) = \P — ^| (this is possible since 
d{P, R) < d{P,Q)+d{Q,R) = \P-Q\ + \Q-R\ = \P-R\ when Qx hits 
the y-axis), we then obtain a sub-embedding and by reflection we get 
convex quadrilateral sub-embedding. 口 
Lemma 3.2 Let {X, d) he an NPC space. Let {P, Q, R, S} C (X, d) and let 
{P,Q,R, 5 } C 股2 he a sub-embedding. Fix 0 < 入，"< 1. Define F\ to be the 
point on geodesic joining P,S such that d{Px, P) 二 >AP,S); Q" on geodesic 
joining Q,R such that d{Q^, Q) = yid{Q,R). Denote Px, Q^ the corresponding 
Euclidean points in the edges of the sub-embedding {P, Q, R, P} C M .^ Then 
d { P x , Q ^ ) < { P x - Q ^ l (3-8) 
Proof: 
\P-Q^\' � ( l - / X ) | f - 0 | 2 + /x|F — ^ 2 - " ( i — W|0_^|2 
> (1 — |^)d^{p, Q) + fMp(fi R) — fi{l — fi)d\Q, R), since d{P, R) < \P - ^| 
> d ' {P ,Q, ) (3.9) 
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Similarly, d(S, Q^) < |5 - Q^\. Therefore, by consider the triangle APQ^S we 
have 
\Px - Q,\' 二（1-入)丨戶-財+入丨5-々/-入(1-入)|戶-即 
> (1 — X)cf(P, Q^) + \d\S, Q^) — A(1 — \)d\P, S) 
> d'{Px.Q,) 口 
Next, we are able to prove the following important theorem which will be 
frequently used in later chapters. 
Theorem 3.1 Let {P,Q,R,S} C X . Denote Pt (Qt,Qi-t) the point on the 
geodesic joimng P, S (Q, R) so that d{P, Pt) = td{P, S) (d{Q, Qt) = td{Q, R) and 
correspondingly for Qi-t)). Then for any 0 < a, t < 1 
d^{PuQt) < (1 - t)cPpQ + td\s - t( l - t){a{dsP - dQRf 
+ { l - a ) { d n s - d p Q f ) (3.10) 
d\QuP) + d\Q^.uS) < 4 g + d\s + t ( 4 p - d%^) + 2fd%^ 
-t{a{dsp - dQRf + (1 — a){dRs - dpqfl?>!!) 
Proof: Given {P,Q,R,S] C X we pick a sub-embedding {P,Q,R,S] C R^ 
Denote vectors PQ = A, QR = B, RS = C, S~P = D. By 
PtQt = - ( 1 - t)D - C - (1 - t)B = -C - (1 - t){B + D)-
PtQt = tD + A + tB = A + t{B + D), 
we obtain 
\Pt - Qt\' = l\C + {l-t){B + D)\'^\\A^t{B + D)\' 
二 i(|]|2 + |cf + |B + Lf) - t{l - t)\B + Lf 
2 
+t < B + D, A > +(1 - t) < B + D, C > (3.12) 
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together with 
A+B+C+B 二 0 
\A\^^\B + D\^ + 2<A,B + D> = |Cf 
5 + D p + |Cp + 2 < C,B + D> � |A|2 
The following equality holds, 
|A — Qtf = (1 — t)|A|2 + t|Cp — t(l - t)jB + D\^ (3.13) 
Now |A + C| 二 |B + J9|, |A + C| > ||C| - |A||, \B + D\ > \\D\ — \B\l 
J5 + L f > a{dsp - dQuf + (1 - a){dRs - d p q f 
together with |^ i - Qt\ > dJfi, Qt), we obtain 
d ^ ( P t , Q t ) < (1 - t)dlQ + td\s - ^(1 - i) {oi{dsp - dQnf + (1 - a){dRs - dpq f^ 
For the second inequality, direct computation follows, 
d\P,Qt)+d\S,Qi-t) < | 戶 - 耻 + | ^ ^ 2 
= t B + A|^  + |tB + C|^  
=|A|2 + |Cf + 2t2|5|2 + t(|Lf — \B\^) — t\B + Lf 
= 4 g + 4 s + ^^%R + K4>s - dln) 
- t ( ( l — a)(dRs - dpq f + a{dsp — d Q ^ f ) (3.14) 
• 
Letting t = 1 in the second inequalities, we deduce the parallelogram identity, 
dlR + d%s < d%Q + 4 ^ + d\s + 4 p — ^(dsp - dQRf — (1 — cx){dRs — dpq f 
(3.15) 
Corollary 3.1 Let P, Q, R, S, Pt, Qt, a, t be the same as above. We have 
d{Pu Qt) < (1 - t)dpQ + tdns 
4>R + 4 ^ < 4 g + dls + ^dspdQR (3.16) 
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Proof: The second inequality follows by setting a = 1 in the inequality (3.15). 
For the first one, by setting a = 0 in the inequality (3.10), 
d'(Ft,Qt) < (1 - t ) 4 g + tdls - t{l - t){dns - dpqf 
= ( 1 — t f d l Q + 2t(l — t)dnsdpQ + t^dls 
=(^(1 - t)dpQ + tdRS^ 
Note that in case P = R, d{Pt, Qt) < tdRs. 口 
3.2 NPC space with curvature bound 
Definition: An NPC space will be said to satisfy curvature K > -a^{ a > 0) 
if for any 尸,Q, R G (X, d\ 
, � sinh((l - X)aL) . , � �， s i n h ( A a L ) � , � 
cosh(adx) > ——.\ ,人 " " ^ - cosh acio + • A . / cosh(ac^i) (3.17) � )— sinh(aL) smh(aL) 
holds for any A G (0,1), where do 二 d{P,Q), di = d{P,R), L = d[Q,R), 
dx = d{P, Qx) in which Qx is on the geodesic joining Q, R such that d[Q, Qx)= 
M(Q, R). Similarly, we call its K < -o? if 
( , � sinh((l - A)aL) . , ,�，s inh(AaL) � , � 
cosh a^A) < ——.\ , 人 ~ " - cosh(ado + . ’ �c o s h ( a d i ) (3.18) � ) _ sinh(aL) sinh(aL) 
An NPC space X is said to be geodesically complete if every geodesic arc 
extends to a geodesic line. That is, if 7 : [a, b] 一 X is a geodesic, then there is 
a curve 7 : (-00,00) — X such that 7|[a,6] = 7 and every 7 ： [s,s] — X is a 
geodesic. We will denote a geodesically complete NPC space with K < -0? by 
CAT{-a^). 
Intuitively, if M is a complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold with 
sectional curvature KM < -a^ < 0 (0 > Kn > -0?), then M is an NPC space 
with the same curvature bound. First we have the following lemma: 
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Lemma 3.3 Let (X, d) be an NPC space. Iffor any F, Q, R G X, 
cosh{ado) + cosh(adi) 
c0shM4) ^ ~ " 2 c o s h ( f ) 
dQ，di, L, di are the same notations as in the previous discussion. Then 
, \ sinh((l - X)aL) " ,�，s inh (AaL) � 
cosh ac^ A) > ——,(人~~- cosh ac/o) + • A “ cosh{adi) � )— sinh(aL) sinh(aL) 
for any X G (0,1). 
Proof: Let 7(s) : [0, L] — X be the arc length parametrised (unique) geodesic 
joining Q, R with 7(O) = Q, 7(^) 二 R. Let f{s) = cosh{ad{^{s),P)), we are to 
show that 
g < a V (3.19) 
in the sense of distribution. First, by the assumption, 
As > 0 
/ ( 3 - A s ) + / ( 5 + A5) 
八“"）— 2cosh(oAs) 
It follows that 
smh2(,) �f(s^As)^f(s-As)-2f(s) 
(As)2 則 2 (As)2 卜 ) 
Multiply (3.20) by 0 G Q^(0, L), with � > 0, integrate over [0,L], and let As — 0, 
we have 
«2 [ f{s)^{s)ds > [ f{s)^"{s)ds, 
J{0,L) J{0,L) 
and f{s) satisfies / " < a^f in the sense of distribution. The result follows easily 
by comparing f with the solution of 
‘9" 二 o^g 
\ g{0) = cosh{ado) 
g{L) = cosh(adi) 
• 
Now we show the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2 If {M,g) is a complete, simply connected Riemannain manifold 
with sectional curvature Ku < -a^ < •( 0 > Ku > -a^)- Then {M,g) is an 
NPC space with curvature K < —o?( K > —o?). 
Proof: By proposition 3.1, (M, g) is an NPC space. For any three points 
P, Q, R e M, denote dM(P, Q) = do, dM{P, R) = d!, dM�Q, R) = L, dM[P, Q^)= 
di, where Qi is the midpoint of Q, R. Let ZPQiQ = ¢, then ZPQiR = ir -也 
2 2 2 ^ 
by comparison theorem, 
cosh(ac^o) > c o s h ( ^ ) cosh{adi) - s i n h ( ^ ) sinh{adi) cos, 
cosh{adi) > c o s h ( ^ ) cosh{adi) - s i n h ( ^ ) sinh{adi) c0s(7r — ¢) 
Summing up, we obtain, 
cosh(ado) + cosh(ac^i) 
cosh(adi) < r77r^  
�2 ^ ~ 2cosh(^) 
which shows that K < -a^ (the other reversed inequality follows from the same 
argument). 口 
3.3 Sobolev maps into NPC space 
In chapter 2 we described how u G iy^'^(Q,X) induces integrable functions 
u^{Z)l^{x) for fixed vector fields Z G r(TO). In this section, we will show 
that it is a consequence of the NPC hypothesis that these functions satisfy a 
parallelogram law. That is, 
\u.{Z + WO|2 + K ( Z — W)\^ = 2|n*(Z)|2 + 2K(VF)p. 
Thus there is a non-negative integrable tensor 7r^ , which generalizes the notion 
of the pullback metric u*g for maps to Riemannian targets {N,g), and so that 
V |^2 is given by 
V^|2 = g'^Mij 
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in local coordinates. The inner product 7r^  plays an important role in under-
standing the structure of harmonic maps to NPC spaces. 
First we show the parallelogram law. 
Lemma 3.4 Let (Q,p) be a Riemannian domain and let X be an NPC space. If 
u e Vl^ i'2(17, X), then for any Z, W G T{TQ) the parallelogram identity 
K(Z + H0|2(T) + \u.{Z - H )^p(x) = 2K(Z)p(x) + 2K(l^)p(x) (3.21) 
holds a.e.x. 
Proof: Consider the quadruple 
{u{x),u{xz{x, e)),u{xz+w{x, e)),u{xw{x, e))} C {X, d). 
Since (X, d) is NPC, apply the NPC inequality 
0 > d?{u{x), u{xz+w[x, e))) + d^{u{xw{x, e)),u{xz{x, e))) 
-d^{u{x),u{xz{x, e))) - d^{u{xz{x, e)),u{xz+w{x, e))) 
-d^{u{xz+w{x, e)),u{xw{oc, e))) - d^{u{x),u{xw{x, e))) 
Hence for any f G Ce(^ 2), f > 0 
j 八丄)f d^{u{x),u{xz+w{oc, €))) + d^{u{xw{x,e)),u{xz{x,e))) 
£{u{x),u{xz{x,e))) — d?{u{xz{x, e)),u(xz+w(x, e))) ^ ^ 
d^{u{xz+w{oc,e)),u{xw{x,e))) _ d^{u{x),u{xw{x,e)))^^ � 
¢2 e2 i g 
< 0 
Letting e — 0, the first, third, sixth terms tend to f^ f(x)lu4Z + W)l^(x)d/j.g(x), 
f^f (x ) lu4Z) l ' (x )d^, (x ) , f^f(x)|u,(W)l ' (x)d^,(x) respectively. For the second 
term, we make the following change of coordinates y = xw{x, e) 
[,(力約妨评(¥))广知(¥)))咖"问 
Jn ^2 
,1 I ,1��ff"、丄 /.��沪(収jy), ^(^z{x^{y)，e))) ^ . . , � 
二 （l + O e ( l ) ) / ( / ( " ) + Oe(l)) :1 _ g � y ) 
Jn ^ 
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Now since dM{xz{x^{y) , e),xz-w{v^ e)) = dM{xz{x^w{y, e), e),xz-w{v^ e ) ) = 
0(e)，by Lemma 2.2, we have 
( | f^d2(u(y)MW$-w(y,e),e)))dh(^y 
_ ( 1 / ( / 2 ( 咖 , , - 4 〜 ) 办 刺 ) * | 
< ([fi^y) d^{u{xz{x_w{y, g), €)). u{xz-w{y, €))) ^^^(y)^ ^ 
V Jn ^2 
< ( ( l + C e ) C ( ^ ) ^ E l / | o o ) ' 
— 0 
We show that the second term tends to J^f{x)\u^{Z - W)\^{x)dfj.g{x); simi-
larly, the fourth , fifth terms tend to f^ f(x)ju4W)|^(x)d/u,(x), f^ f(x)lu,(Z)|^(x)d^g(x) 
respectively. Finally, we conclude that 
K(Z + W)l^{x) + \u,{Z - W)Wx) < 2K(Z)p(x) + 2\u,{W)\^{x),a.e.x 
On the other hand, 
2\u,{Z)\^{x) + 2\u.{W)\^{x) 
二 i i ^ ( ( z + H O + (z - w))|2(:r) + ^ K ( ( z + ^ 0 — (^ - ^ ) ) r w 
2 ^ 
< \u,{Z + W)Wx) + \u,{Z — W)l^{x), a.e.x 
which then proves the lemma. 口 
For Z, W e r(TQ) we define 
7T,(Z,评）三 ||^x*(Z + 恢）|2 — ^ K ( Z — H0|2 (3.22) 
In particular, if (Q, g) C (M, g) is a Riemannian domain and (iV, g) is a complete, 
simply connected Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature K ^ < 0. If 
u : Vt — N is a smooth map, then 7r^  will be an inner product on T^Ct which is 
the so-called pullback metric. 
Next, we have the following theorem, 
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Theorem 3.3 Let (X, d) be an NPC space and u G VK^'^(l^,X). Then 
7T,:r(TO)xr(TO)^L^(Q,M) 
is continuous and 
7Tu{Z, Z) = l^a^'SO 
^u{Z,W) = 7T^(W,Z) 
7Tn(Z, hiV + h2W) = hi7Tu(Z, V) + ^7T^(^, W), k^�aT6 Lipsckitz functions 
If {fl,g) has local coordinates (x1,x2, ...,Xn) and if [7TuUj 二 冗“悬，着). 
Then for Z = Z'£^, W = W^'£j we have 
7rUZ,W) = (7r^hZW^ (3.23) 
//^ ： Q^ — Q is a diffeomorphism, write v = u 0 � we have the formula 
d d 
⑷ ” . = ⑷ 裙 两 ） 
dl|jl d^m (0 OA\ 
=⑷丨-忘瓦 （丄均 
KJJi/<l Kjjb j 
V u\2 = (^n9^^{^u)ij (as usual we denote | V |^2 = g^^{^u)ij) (3.25) 
where ^{xi, ...,Xn) = (V^l(^l, ...,fn), .--,^n(^l, -",Xn)). 
Proof: It is straightforward to show that vr^  : r (TO) x T{TQ) ^ L\n,R) is 
continuous. Next, we proceed in several steps to show that 7r^  is tensorial. 
1. ^,(z, y + ^0 =〜(及 y) + 7Tu(z, w), z, V, w e r(TO). 
By parallelogram identity, 
K ( z + y + Ty)p = 2 K ( z + y ) p + 2\u,{w)\^ - {u,{z + \^  - H^)p 
=2(2K(z)p + 2K(y)p - |u,(z — y)p) 
+2K(W^)|2 - (2\u,{Z — iy)|2 + 2K(y)p - \u,{Z — y — P^) 
= 4 K ( Z ) | 2 + 4|n,(^)p - 2 K ( Z - y ) T 
+2K(VT)P - 2\u,{Z — W)\^ 一 2K(y)|2 + 2|n,(Z)p 
+2K(y + w)\^ — K(Z + V + w)\^ 
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Hence 
K ( z + y + H^)p = i ( 4 K ( z ) p + 4 K ( y ) p - 2 K ( z - y ) p + 2\u.{w)\' 
2i \ 
- 2 K ( Z — V^ )|2 - 2K(y)p + 2\u,{Z)\^ + 2(2K(y)P 
+2\u,{W)\^-\u,{V-W)\^)) 
=3(K(z)p + K(y)p + K(i^)p) 
- ( K ( z - y)p + \u,{z —恢)|2 + |i/.(y — w)\') 
Similarly, 
K ( z - y - i ^ ) p = s(K(z)p + K(y)p + K W p ) 
—(^\u.{z + y)|2 + |^^*(z + 恢)|2 + |n*(y - w)\') 
7Tu{z,v + w) = ^ K ( z + y + H^)p - ^ K ( z - y - ^^)p 
= ^ ( K ( z + y ) p - K ( ^ - ^ ) l ' ) 
+ 1 (|^(Z + ^)|2 — \u,{Z - V 0^|2) 
=7T,(Z , y)+7T,(Z, Vl^ ) 
2. 7Tu{Z, hW) = h7vjZ, W), Z, W G F(TQ), h rational number. 
Let h =迅,m, n G Z, n + 0. Then 
n ) ^ ) • 
7T7 
n 7 T , ( Z , - W ) = 7T,(Z, mW) � m7T^(Z, VT) 
n 
which shows that 7r^(Z, hW) 二 h7vJ^Z, W). 
3. 7Tu(Z, hW) = /i7T,(Z, W), Z, W e r(TO), h e R. 
Let {h i )^ i be a sequence of rational numbers such that lim“oo "i 二 h. 
Then 
|7T,(Z, hW)-h7Tu{Z, W)\ < K(Z, hW)-7Tu{Z, hiW)\ 
+ K(Z, h,W)-h7T^{Z,W)l 
< |7T,(Z, {h — ^)^^)| + 1(¾ — h)7Tu(Z, ^01 
~^ 0, as hi — h 
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4. 7Tu(Z, hW) = h7Tu{Z, W) where h is Lipschitz function on Cl and hence 
7Vu{Z, hiV + h2W) = hi7Tu{Z, V) + h2^u{Z, W), 
For xo e 0 , let ho = h(xo), then 
|7r,(Z, hW) - h7Tu{Z, V^)|(Xo) 
< K(Z, hW)-ho7Tu{Z, W)l{xo) 
^lho7Tu{Z,W)-h7Vu{Z, ^0|(To) 
= 0 . 
Since xo is arbitrary, the result follows. 
Next, if * : Qi — Q is a diffeomorphism, v = u 0 也 then 
( � _ 1 Ml d d^m d 2 1 djjl d d^m d 2 
� 4 j 二 4^*¾¾^ ax-- ax^^ "4^*^¾¾ dx, dxJ 
一兀.d%j)i d djjm d ) 
dxi dxi ‘ dxj dxm 
一 d^l dl|jm 
= ( 兀 ^ 尿 两 
Finally, since 
V^|2W = — [ \u^{uj)\^{x)da{u) 
^n Js^-^ 
and g ' ^ M i j both are coordinate invariant. If {Q,g) is a Euclidean domain, 
9ij 二 6ij, then 
V^|2(^) = — [ | /^*(o;)|2(aO^Mu) 
^n Js^-^ 
1 f d 
=— u'u^{7T^)Jx)da{uj), uj^uj'-
^n Js^-^ 0 � 
二 � “ � )[ 丄 舞 ） 
^n Js^-^ 
- { ^ u \ ] { x � ^ 
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where /沪—丄 cj'cu^da(u;) 二 uJ^�If i — j, we compute this integral by change of 
coordinates T : {ui, ...,cj“ …^；几)—(^i,...,—叫，…。几)showing that 
/ u'uj^da{u) = / -u'uj^da{uj). 
Js^-^ Js^-^ 
If g is any Riemannian metric, we show the same result simply by consider 
the normal coordinates at x in which Qij{x) = 6ij. 口 
3.4 Tensor inequality for Sobolev maps 
For uo,Ui e W^'^(Q,X) (X is an NPC space). Let r] be a Lipschitz function 
on n with 0 < rj < 1, define (u”)(x) = u”w(x) as the point on the geodesic 
joining uo(x),ui(x) such that d(uo(x),u,^(:,)(x)) = 7 ] ( x ) d ( u o ( x ) , u i ( x ) ) . Then it is 
easy to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5 Let (Q,_g) be a Lipschitz Riemannian domain and let (X, d) be an 
NPC space . Let Uo,ui G W^'^(Q,X) and r] G C^o，i(^� Lipschitz), 0 < rj < 1. 
Then Ur^ e W^i'2(Q,X). 
Proof: It is easy to see that u” G L^{Vt,X). Next, using the fact that 
d(^urj(y)(x),u*)(0c)) = lv{y)-v{^)]-d{uo{x),Ui{x)) 
and by the triangle inequality, one can show that u” G W^'^{Q, X). 口 
Finally, we show the following tensor inequality, which is essential in proving 
Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 3.4 uo,ui e W'^^(n,X), rj G n^^\n), 0 < f] < |. Then 
7T^jZ,Z)+7r^,_JZ,Z) 
< 7T^,{Z, Z) + 7T^,{Z, Z) - rj.{Z) • {d^uo,ui)UZ) + Q(77, Z�(3.26) 
for Z e T{TQ), where 
Q{f]^Z) = ("2)*(Z) • {d^uo,ui)UZ)^M'{uo,u,) . iv^(Z)fjY^^' 
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Proof: If rj(y) < rj(x), consider 
{ui-v(y) (y), ^i-v(y)(工),�1-�)(^), r^7(x) (^), Urj(y) (X), Urj(y) {y)}， 
by Theorem 3.1 with t = ^ ¾ ^ , we have 
d^{urj{y),Urj{x)) + d^{ui^n{y),ui-rj{x)) 
< d^Ui^rj(y){y),Ui_r^{y){^)) + c/^ K(y)W,^ ry(y)(y)) 
+ ^| _^j ~ ^ ^ y [d^ {Ur,{y) {y), ^l-ry(y) {v)) " C^2(^ l - " (y )W,^ )W) ) 
+2 ( ¾ ^ ) 2"2 K _ , ( , ) � ’ � ) � ) 
< d?{uo{x),UQ{y)) + d?{ui{x),Ui{y)) 
-{f]{y)-r^{x))(^d^uo{y)^ui{y)) - S{u^{x),m{x))Yl — 2r^{y)) 
+ 2 ( ^ 4 ^ ^ ) 2 — 。 ( 如 1 问 ) + 作。("),购("))） （3.27) 
If T]{x) < rj{y), we still have the same inequality. Now, by taking y = xz{x,e), 
and integrating inequality (3.27) over f G Cc(0), / > 0，letting e — 0 we can 
show that 
|(n,)*(Z)|2+|(tXii)*(Z)|2 
< |K)*(^)I ' + IK)* (^ ) I ' - ^*(^) • {d\u^.uA (Z) + O(77, Z) 
\ / * 
where 
("(")—"(动("2〜("),以1(州—巧狗(工),以1闲)）"“z) ( f ( U u j y )(幻 
(weakly convergence) follows from the identities 
|(ry + ")*(^|2 = \r].{Z)\' + \K{Z)\' + 2rj,{Z)K{Z) 
{{v^h){y)-{v + h){x)y = iv{y)-v{oo)f^{Ky)-h{x)f 
+ 2 _ i W ) ( % ) - _ 
Thus the theorem is complete. 口 
Chapter 4 
Harmonic maps into NPC space 
4.1 Existence and uniqueness of Dirichlet prob-
lem 
In this section, we study Dirichlet problem, that is, the problem of finding a 
V^i'2(n,X) map with given trace which is stationary (among VF^'^(Q,X) maps 
having the same trace) for the p=2 Sobolev energy. In fact, the NPC hypothesis 
is essential in studying the problem. 
Theorem 4.1 Let (Q, g) be a Lipschitz Riemannian domain and let (X, d) be an 
NPC space. Let 0 G W^^^{n,X). Define 
W 1^'2 = 1^ G W^^^{n,X)]tr{u) = tr(0)| (4.1) 
1 2 
Then there exists a unique u G W^' such that 
五"=丑0三inf E\ t^y l^'2 
Proof: Let u,v e W '^^ . Define w{x) to be the midpoint on the geodesic joining 
u{x) to v{x). We already know that w G W^'^{Vi,X). Moreover, we deduce that 
tr[w) = tr{4>) as well. In fact, 0 < d{^,w) < d[(j>, u) + d{^,v) implies that 
0 < tr{d{^, w)) < tr{d[(|), u)) + tr{d{^, v)) = 0 
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which shows by Theorem 2.9 that tr{^) = tr{w). Now, by Theorem 3.1 
2d^w{x),w{y)) < d^u{x),u{y)) + d^v{x),v{y)) 
"2 (•("), + ) ) - d{u{x), • ) ) ) 
We conclude that 
2 [ f d e - < [ fde - + [ fde^ 
Jn Jn Jn 
-7,^n / flvd{u,v)l^d^g 
^ Jn 
for any f e Cc(0), f > 0 (in which we have used Theorem 2.3). Therefore, by 
taking fi G Cc{Cl), 0 < fi < fi+i < 1, fi — 1 uniformly on compact sets, and by 
the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we conclude that 
2E^ < E^ + E^ — \uJn [ I V d{u, v)\^dfj.g (4.2) 
2 Jn 
Now let {ui} C W '^^  be a sequence such that 
lim E ^ ' = 瓦 0 三 inf E^ 
z—oo v&wl'^ 
Let Wij e W)，2 such that Wij{x) is the midpoint of Ui{x) and Uj{x). Then we 
deduce that limij^oo /^ 丨• d{ui, Uj)\^diJLg 二 0. Since each d{ui, Uj) G M^o'^ (0, M), 
by Poincare inequality, we have 
0 < [ d\ui,uj)dfig < C{Q) [ I • d(^Ui,Uj){2dfj^g ^ 0 (4.3) 
Jn Jn 
Then {ui} is Cauchy sequence in L^{n,X), together with {E^'} uniformly 
bounded, by Theorem 2.2 and completeness of L^{Vt,X) we conclude that 
Ui — u in L^{n, X) for some u e VK '^^ (0, X) 
and tr{ui) 一 tr{u). Since each tr{ui) = tr{^), we must have u G W^2. Moreover, 
by Theorem 2.2 
丑以二 sup [ fde^< sup liminf [ fde^' < limmfE^' = Eo. (4.4) 
feCc{n) Ja feCc(n) ‘ Jn ‘ 
o</<i o</<i 
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Hence we have shown the existence of energy minimizer. For uniqueness, 
suppose V G W ’^2 is another energy minimizing map. Then, if we denote the 
map Ut such that Ut{x) is the point on the geodesic joining u{x), v{x) with 
d{u{x),ut{x)) = td{u{x),v{x)), we have 
ut G Wl^\ t G (0,1) 
By the first inequality in Theorem 3.1, setting a 二 1, we obtain 
inf E^ = Eo < E^ < (1 - t)E^ + tE^ - t{l - t)uJn / | • d�u, v)\^d^ig 
vewl'^ Jn 
-Eo-t{l-t)ujn \vd{u,v)\^dfig (4.5) 
Jn 
which implies that d{u, v) 二 0 p" a.e. and that implies the uniqueness of the solu-
tion to the Dirichlet problem. Note that we call such an energy minimizing map 
u harmonic map to the Dirichlet problem. • 
4.2 Interior Lipschitz continuity of harmonic maps 
In this section, we study the regularity of the harmonic maps to the Dirichlet 
problem. Classically, if u : Q C R^ — R is the solution to the Dirichlet problem 
(where Q is a bounded Lipschitz Euclidean domain). Then the so-called direct 
method shows that 
[ u A 7]dfis = 0 for any r] G C ^ { ^ ) 
JQ 
By Weyl's lemma, u G C°°(Q) and thus harmonic {Au 二 0). 
In case the target space is an NPC space (X, d), and Q C W is a Lipschitz 
Euclidean domain, one can prove the following theorem concerning the regularity 
of harmonic maps. 
Theorem 4.2 Let ft C M^ he a Lipschitz Euclidean domain, and {X, d) be an 
NPC space. Denote 
W^/ = ^v e W^^\n,X)\tr{^) 二 tr{v)^ (4.6) 
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where � G W^^^{fl,X). Let u G W '^^  be the harmonic map to the Dirichlet 
problem，that is, 
E^ = inf E^ (4.7) 
t;ew;'2 
Then u is interior Lipschitz continuous. 
Proof: Define u^{x) == u(x+w), x G ^^H for some w G W small. Let r] G C^(r^), 
0 < f] < I, with supp{r]) C H|^ |. Then we must have 
/ I V uUdfJ^ 6 + / I V^ whd^ s^ < / |V^ |2C^ "<5+ / I V'^ 1-r7|2<^ /^ 6 (4.8) 
Jn Ai^| Jn Jfti^,i 
where Urj{x) is the point on geodesic joining u{x), u{x + w) with 
d{ur^{x),u{x)) = T]{x)d{u{x),u{x + w)) 
and similarly for u i i . In fact, /^ | • u\2dfj.s < J^ | V Urj^dfis follows by the fact 
that u is minimizing and tr{u) = trQu”), while 
/ I SjUy^ l2dlJ^ 6 < / I V^ l-TjMM<5 
^^\w\ ^^\w\ 
requires some other argument to justify it. We consider the problem v : 7^|^ ! — X 
with 
M/^ 2 = 1^ e W^^\^\^,X)\tr{v) = tr{u^)] (4.9) 
1 2 
then Uyj is energy minimizing in W^'^ if u is minimizing in W^' . This is because 
if zj e W,l;2 and E” < E�,let 
( 
v{x — w) X G r2|^y| + w 
w{x)= < 
I u{x) X 乞 r^ H + w 
By Theorem 2.10, w G W^^ has energy 
E^ < E^ 
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which contradicts that u is minimizing in W^'^. Hence we conclude that 
/ I V Unj]2dfJ'6 < / I V Ui i^ i f^ . 
•^ /r^M jQ|ioi 
Next, if { ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ } is the orthonormal coordinate frame in R^, then 
by the tensor inequality in Theorem 3.4 and | • u\2 =(冗以)<)&" = X^Li i^u)u 二 
En ( d d \ 
i=l ^^V^' ^ / ' 
/ I V^r7MM6 + / I V l^-r/MM<5 
J r2 7r2|� 
= V ( / i^Ur,)iidfJ^6 + / {7Tu,_Jiid^6) 
^ ^J^ JfVl 
< / I v^M^<5 + / I v^ l^2<^ M<5 
J f2 J f2|u;| 
r 几 r Q 
—/ < vn, v ( f (w, u^)) > d^ + X ] / Q{v^ ^)c^M(5 
J Q, i—\ Jn ^ 
We conclude that 
r n r Q 
- / < s7rj, Vid\u, u �> dfis + X ! / Qijh ^ W s > 0 (4.10) 
Jn i^i Jn oXi 
For t > 0, we also have 
n 几 r Q 
—/ < v(^^), v{d^{u,u^)) > dfis + Y^ / Q{trj, fM/^<5 > 0 
Jn i^i J^ oii 
Divide the above inequality by t and let t — 0, we conclude that 
- / < •"，V(c^2(n, u^)) > d|jLs > 0 (4.11) 
Jn 
In fact, the last inequality can be for any r] G C^(n|^|), rj > 0, though 
we have assumed 0 < 77 < | in the very beginning. By the definition of weak 
differentiation, one obtains 
[ { d ^ u , u ^ ) ) A v d f i s > 0 for any rj G C n % | ) , V > •. (4.12) 
Jn 
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Now for any xo G ft, B^,{a) C ^^|, let 0 < e < a, 0 < ^jj{r) G C^([0,oo)), 
%l){r) = 0 for r > a, 2p{r) = i|j{e) for 0 < r < e, and 
r]{x)=^{\x-x0\) e C^{n), X{r) = ^ [ d\u,u^){x)dJ： 
^ JdB.^{r) 
Then A " = ^ + # ^ a n d 
j j � u , u ^ � A * s = j \ { r ) ^ { r ^ - ' 2 p ' ) d T > 0 (4.13) 
Hence we conclude that X{r) is an increasing function. After some arrangement 
and integration, we have for e G (0, a], 
^ [ d\u,u^){x)dfis{x) < — " ^ [ d\u,u^){x)d^ 
^e" JB.,{e) ri^na^ JdB.,{a) 
Letting e 一 0, we conclude that 
d?{u, u^)ixo) < ——-~~- [ d^{u,u^){x)dJ:, a.e. Xo 
-mJna"JdBM(a) 
We arrange the above inequality so that 
na^-^d^{u,u^){xo) < — [ d?{u,u^){x)dT. 
^n JdBa,Q {a) 
Integrating the inequality over (0, R) (with respect to a), we conclude that 
d?{u,u^){xo) < - ^ I d^{u,u^){x)dfj.s{x) 
^n^ JB^^{R) 
Now if we orient the coordinates so that w = ^ , and if we let H be the 
projection of B^(i?) on the a^s.-.^ n—plane. For y G H, Iy = (ay,by), by Lemma 
2.3 and Lemma 2.4 
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Hence, by Theorem 2.5 we conclude that 
CE^ u) 2 
d^{u,u^){xo) < ———,a.e. Xo (4.14) 
^n^ 
which is the statement of interior Lipschitz continuity of u. 口 
It is plausible that the interior Lipschitz continuity of harmonic map u for 
general Riemannian domain (0, g) is trivially true since it is true in Euclidean 
domain. However, this is not the case. The point is that u harmonic on Rieman-
nian domain (fl,g) may not harmonic in Euclidean domain (Q, S) and vice versa. 
Hence we still need to prove the interior Lipschitz continuity for harmonic maps 
on general Riemannian domain. 
However, in case Q is a general Riemannian domain, we cannot just mimic 
the above proof since it fails to have an orthonormal coordinate frame field. The 
general theorem is stated below and one can find the proof in [4 • 
Theorem 4.3 Let (0, g) he a Lipschitz Riemannian domain, and let u be the 
harmonic map to the Dirichlet problem (4.1). Then u is a locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous map in the interior of Q>, where the local Lipschitz constant is hounded 
above by 
c( ^ ) * 
Kmm{l,dist{x,dn)^)J 
C depends only on (Q, g). 
Chapter 5 
Equivariant harmonic maps 
In this chapter, we study general existence theorems of equivariant harmonic 
maps from complete, compact Riemannian manifold without boundary to target 
space such as locally compact geodesically complete NPC space or CAT(-a^) 
space. 
First we have the following lemma, which is well-known for Banach spaces 
which are uniformly convex, holds for NPC spaces. 
5.1 A functional analysis lemma 
Lemma 5.1 Let {Ci]^i be a nested (decreasing) sequence of nonempty, closed 
hounded convex sets in an NPC space (X, d). Then D^iCi is nonempty. 
Proof: Suppose Ci C X{ Ci — X) and let Q G X\Ci. Let 
Ti = dist{Q, Ci) = inf d{Q, y \ i = 1, 2.... 
yeCi 
Then { n } g i is increasing and bounded. In fact, 
n = inf d{Q, y) < inf d[Q, y) = r^+i 
y&Ci y&Ci+iCCi 
Moreover, let yi e Ci and yi G Ci, then 
Ti < d{Q, Vi) < d(Q, yi) + d(jji, yi) < d{Q, yi) + diam{Ci) 
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which implies that { r J g i is bounded. Let r G R such that lim^ n 二 r. Let 
A = {y e Ci : d{Q,y) < r + 2-'],i = 1,2... 
Then { ^ } ¾ is also a nested sequence of non-empty, closed, bounded convex 
sets in X. For convexity, if yo,y! G Di and yx G Ci is the point on the (unique) 
geodesic joining "o，"i, then 
d{Q,yx) < (l-AMO,^o) + Ac^(Q,yi) 
< ( l - A ) ( r + 2 - 0 + A(r + 2 - 0 
= r + 2-< 
which implies that yx G A - Next, we show that diam{Di) 一 0. Let yo,yi,yi G 
Di, we have 
r'<d^Q,y,) < ld\yo,Q) + \d\y^,Q) 
-^d^{yo,yi) 
< {r + 2-'f-^d^yo,y^) 
Hence we conclude that 
diam{Di) = sup d(^yo,yi) ^ 0 
yo,yiEDi 
Finally, let {Vi]^i be a sequence of points in X with each 队 G A , i=l，2".. 
Then { ^ } £ i is a Cauchy sequence which has a limit point y G X. Moreover, 
since each Di is closed, y G Di for all i. Therefore, we must have that 0 ¾ ^ 3 y 
which is not empty. 口 
5.2 Existence of equivariant harmonic maps 
Let (M, g) be a complete, compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. 
Denote the fundamental group of M by T 二 7Ti(M) and the isometry group 
of NPC space {X, d) by Isom{X). 
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Definition: An isometric action of T 二 7Ti(M) on X is a homomorphism 
p : r — Isom{X). Assume F is finitely generated, T 二< 7 i ,72 , . . .，7p > Let 
6 : X — R+ be 
明 二 max d{p{j,){P),P). (5.1) 
i=l,2...p 
Then we call the action of T is 
1. uniform if there is 60 > 0 such that 6{P) > 60 for all P G X ; 
2. proper if for any given Po ^ X, for any L > 0, there is R > 0 (depending 
on L, Po) so that {P G X : 6{P) < L} C B^Po) . 
Proposition 5.1 The properness and the uniformity of the action ofT is inde-
pendent of choices of generators. 
Proof: Suppose T =< 71, . . . , 7 ^ � = < «1, ...,a^〉，we write 
c^j = ^kii7ik^k e {i，〜,p} 
where Nj < J for j=l,...,q. If we let 
^i(F) = max d(p[%)(P),P), ^ ( P ) = max d{p{ai){P),P), 
i=l,...,p i=l,...,q 
then we must have S2{P) < JSi{P). This inequality follows (by induction) from 




二 d(p(%)(P),P) + d(p[%XP),P) 
Combined with 6i{P) < J ' ^ ( P ) for some j' G N, the properness and the unifor-
mity of the action of T is well-defined (independent of choices of generators of r) . 
• 
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It is easy to see that S is a Lipschitz convex function on X. In fact, 
|^(Pl)-^(P2)|<2ci(Pi,P2) 
Note that if we let P, Q G X and P\ be the point on geodesic joining both P, Q. 
Then the convexity of 6 is just the statement that 
6{Px)<{l-X)S{P) + XS{Q). 
However, by applying Corollary 3.1 on each d{p{^i){Px), Px), the above inequality 
follows. 
Proposition 5.2 A continuous convex function (6 is an example) on NPC space 
(X, d) achieves its minimum on any closed hounded convex set. If an action 
p ： r — Isom{X) is proper and iffor 7 • identity, y0(7)(P) + P for all P G X, 
then the action p is uniform. 
Proof: Let C C X be closed bounded convex and f : X ~> R be continuous 
convex. Let I 二 inf$ec{/(T)}. If 工=―⑴，let 
Ci = {x e c ： f{x) < -2^} C a 
Then { Q } is a nested sequence of closed bounded convex sets. By Lemma 5.1, 
n Q 3 P for some P G X . Hence f{P) = - 0 0 and contradiction occurs. Next let 
Ci = {PeC:f{P)<I^2-'}. 
Similarly flC^ 3 P for some P e X and thus f[P) = I. 
If p : r — Isom{X) is proper, 
{P e X : S{P) < L} C BR{Po). 
Then 6 achieves its minimum on ^ ( P o ) and hence on all of X. Hence, 
6{P)>if^S{Q)>0 
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for all P e X shows that p is uniform. 口 
We recall that if M is complete, compact Riemannian manifold without 
boundary and if M (with the covering metric) is the universal covering of M 
with the covering map 
7T : M 一 M = M/r, 
then the map u : M — X is equivariant with respect to the action of F on M if 
u satisfies 
u{jx) = p{^){u{x)) for all 7 G T (5.2) 
where 7x is the deck transformation of M. Basically, let xo G M be the base 
point and 7 r ( f 0 ) = ^o, and a : [0,1] — M be a path from xo to x, then 
cT7cr_i : [0,1] — M 
should be a closed path. Let p : [0,1] 一 M be the lifting of a^a'^ at fo, then 
^X = y5(l) is an isometry of M which is the so-called deck transformation. 
Consider the space 
Y = L^{M,X) = ^u G L^^^{M,X)\u : M — X is p — equivariant�. (5.3) 
The space Y naturally has a metric d2 given by 
d2{u,v) = ( I d^{u{x),v{x))d|j,g{x))^ 
^JM/r ^ 
where we note that x — d^{u{x),v{x)) is F-invariant on M, that is 
d^{u{jx),v{jx)) = d^{u{x),v{x)), 
and hence defines a function on M 二 M/T. Concretely, if F C M is a fun-
damental domain of M (the smallest closed connected domain in M such that 
7r(F) = M), then we can define a map u : M ~> X by 
u{x) = u{iT-\x)) (5.4) 
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where 7r"^(x) G F. It is easy to see that d{u{x),u{y)) is well-defined (independent 
of choices of F). Hence we say that E^ is the total energy of u : M — X . 
Moreover, u is equivariant harmonic if E^ = inUeY E^- By abuse of notation, 
we write E^ instead of E^ and E^ = inf^ey E\ 
Proposition 5.3 The space (Y,d2) is an NPC space. 
Proof: It suffices to show that if i^o,^i ^ ^ , then Ut is p-equivariant and so 
Ut G Y. However, since 
^^o(7 )^ = p(7)(u0(^)), u1(7x) = p(j ) (ui(x)) , 
and p(7) is an isometry of X , we must have 
ut(7x) = p(7)(ut(x)), (5.5) 
which implies that (V, d2) is indeed an NPC space. 口 
Next, we prove an existence theorem when p is a proper action. 
Theorem 5.1 Let M be a complete, compact Riemannian manifold without bound-
ary. Assume p is a proper action of T 二 7Ti(M) on X. Then there exists an 
equivariant harmonic map u : M — X. 
Proof: By [4] there exists a sequence {ui} of equivariant maps with E% > E^'+\ 
and 
lim E ^ 二 Eo 三 inf E^ (5.6) 
i—00 vGY 
Moreover, the sequence {ui) is uniformly Lipschitz, 
d{ui{x)Mv)) < Cdj^{x, y) for all i. (5.7) 
Let 
Ci = H{{ui,uij^i, ...}),i = l，2� 
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be the closed convex hull in (V,d2) of the set {ui,ui^i,...}. Then { Q } £ i is a 
nested sequence of closed convex subsets of {Y, d2) in which each v G Ci has total 
energy E^ < E^\ 
In fact, if uo,ui G Q and uo,ui 0 7i(fu“t/i+i, . . . } ) , let 
uoj ~> uo, Uij — Ui in d2 
where { u o j , U i j } C 7i{{ui,ui+i,...}), denote {uj)t e 7i{{ui,ui+u...}) to be the 
map on geodesic joining U0j,Uij in {Y,d2), then by Corollary 3.1 
d2{ut, {uj)t) < (1 - t)d2{u0,u0j) + td2{u1,u1j) — 0 
showing that Ut G Ci and hence each Ci is convex. 
Moreover, Ci is bounded in {Y,d2). This can be shown below: let v G (y,d2) 
be an equivariant map such that v(F^) = {Po} for v evaluated on interior of some 
fundamental domain F C M. Since each 
d{p{7a){Ui{x)),Ui{x)) = d{u,{^aX),Ui{x)) < Cdj^{jaX, x) < C (5.8) 
for all a; G F, a =l,2”..,p, i-l ,2,. . . , we conclude that ^(^/^(x)) < C for all x G F 
and all i. 
Now since p is proper, {P G X : S[P) < C} C ^ ( P o ) , we deduce that 
{ui{x) e X : a: e F, 6{ui{x)) < C} C BniPo) for all i. 
Thus, d{ui{x),Po) < R for each i and x G F which then implies that 
d2{ui,v)<R{v0l{M))i. 
The boundedness of Ci is then established. We then apply Lemma 5.1 to conclude 
that there is u G H^C^. The map u is then a harmonic equivariant map. • 
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5.3 Compactification of NPC space 
Let (X, d) be a locally compact geodesically complete NPC space. A ray on 
X is a geodesic a : [0, oo) 一 X parametrised by arclength. We let 尺 be the set 
of all geodesic rays in (X, d). Two rays are equivalent, ai �c f 2 , if 
d{(J1{s),a2{s)) < C < 00 
for all s G [0,oo). Relation �i s an equivalence relation and we denote dX = 
7^/ �t h e set of all the equivalence classes of rays in K, and X = X U dX. 
Theorem 5.2 For each equivalence class in dX, we can choose a unique repre-
sentative with initial point at Q G X. 
Proof: The theorem will be sufficed if we can show that given a ray r : [0’ 00)— 
X, there is a unique ray cr : [0, 00) — X such that r �c r and cr(0) = Q. 
For the ray r, let Q = r(0). Let {5^}¾ be an increasing sequence of real 
numbers. Denote the geodesic joining Q and r{si) by cr (^s) parametrised by 
arclength. Also denote k = d{Q,r{si)). Then we show that {cTi(5)>gi is a 
Cauchy sequence for each fixed s G [0, 00). 
In fact, by NPC condition, 
0 < d^{ai{s),aj{s)) 
< ( 1 令 2 + ；^錦3),丁(务悬(1-若从2 
^ ( 1 - ? " K H ) � ; - � ) S ( , 
-h-辨 
^z H 
2 (^i — � ) 2 — {h — li) 
= s TT.  
^i^j 
2 [{Sj + lj) - {Si + k)] • [(Sj lj) - {sj - h) 
= s J-J 
Hij 
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Since Si = k + fi, \fi\ < a 二 d�Q, Q), we have 
2(2(/, + /,) + a) (2a) 
0<d^a,{s),aj{s)) < s'^ J^~^~ 
^i^j 
. ( 1 1 \ 4as2 
二 8 a � � + | 
— 0 
Hence we define a{s) to be the limit of the Cauchy sequence {ai{s)}^^, 
a(s) =d lim o"i(s), s G [0，00) 
i—00 
Then cr is a geodesic ray. In particular, for any fixed 1 e R and any partition 






< Y1 (d{cr{sj), ai{sj)) + d(<7i[Sj), cr (^s^_i)) + d(^Sj-i), a{sj^i))j 
i=i 
n 
< 2nd{ai{l),a{l)) + ^ d{ai{sj), o"i(5^.-i)) 
i=i 
=2nd(CTi(Z),(7(Z)) + 1, for each i. 
Therefore by 
n 
l = d{a{l),a{0))<Y,d{a{sj),a{sj.,))<l, 
j=i 
we conclude that a is a geodesic ray. Moreover, 
d{a{s),r{s)) < lim (d(a,(5),r(5)) + c^(o-,(5),^(5))) < d{Q,Q) 
which shows that a �r . 
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Finally, if there is another geodesic ray a with ¢7,(0) = Q so that a ' �r . 
Then we must have d{c>{s),a{s)) < C, for all s G [0, oo). By Corollay 3.1, 
d{a{s),a'{s)) < ^d{a{2s),a'{2s)) 
< ^d{a{2-s),a{2-s)) 
< —C, for all n. 2^  
We show that a = a' and the uniqueness of representation is proved. • 
If cTo is a ray with initial point at Q, we define 
S.o,/2 = { M e dX : ^(0) = Q,d{a{R),ao{R)) < l } 
U { P e X - B ^ : d(ao(R), r{R)) < 1, 
where r(s) is the geodesic (parametrised by arclength s) joining P, o | , 
R > 1 (5.9) 
We consider a topology 7> of X generated by 
{Bn{x):工 e X,R> 0 } U {Q.o,i^ : R > l,^o(0) = o } (5.10) 
It is easy to see that 7¾ is independent of the base point Q and X = X U dX 
is the closure of X . Moreover, it is well-known that if {X, d) is a locally compact 
metric space which is also a geodesically complete length space, then any bounded 
set is relatively compact [1]. By this remark, we deduce that X is compact. 
Theorem 5.3 Let M be a complete, compact Riemannian manifold without bound-
ary. IfT 二 7Ti(M) = < 7i, ...,7p > is a finitely generated group and p is an iso-
metric action ofT on a locally compact geodesically complete NPC space X, then 
either T has a fixed point on dX or the action is proper. Furthermore, if there 
is no fixed point for the action of T in dX，then there is an energy minimizing 
-""-.^ 
equivariant map from M to X. 
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Proof: If p is not proper, then there is a sequence of points { P J C X with 
d{Pi, Q) ~> 00 and S{Pi) < C, for some fixed Q e X , C > 0. We denote ai{s) the 
geodesic (parametrised by arclength s G [0, d{Q, Pi)] 二 [0, k]) joining 只，Q. 
Then by Corollary 3.1 
d{ai{s),p{ja){(^i{s))) 
<贴應腳+輪测，^) 
< C + d{p{^a){Q),Q) 
< C, forallo; = l , . . . ,p ; i = l ,2, . . . 
Because X is locally compact we can find a subsequence, again denoted by 
{ P J such that QPi converge on compact subsets to a ray a with initial point at 
Q. Moreover, 
d{a{s),p{^^){cr{s)))<C 
for all 5 G [0, 00). We conclude that a �p ( 7 ) ( c r ) for all 7 G T. Since 
" (7 )M = [P(7)W], 
we deduce that p{^)[cr] 二 [P(7)(cO] = W] for all 7 G F. The second statement 
follows directly from Theorem 5.1 and this completes the proof. 口 
5.4 Isometric action on CAT(-1) space 
Next, we prove the existence theorem for CAT(-1) space target. We recall 
that an NPC space is CAT(-1) space if it is geodesically complete and K < - 1 . 
Theorem 5.4 IfX is a CAT{-1) space, and p is an isometric action ofT = 
7Ti(M) = < 7i, ...,7p > on X, where M is a complete, compact Riemannian man-
ifold without boundary，then either there is [a] G dX such that p{T)[a] = [a] or 
there is an equivariant harmonic map from M to X. 
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Proof: Let B be a ball and F be a fundamental domain in M such that 
xo G F C B C M. 
For e > 0, define 
C, 二 { n G Y 二 L，(^?, X) : E^ < ME^ + e and d{u{x), u{y)) < Cdj^{x, y),x, y G B^ 
(5.11) 
The set Cg is nonempty for every e > 0 if C is chosen large enough, and we 
observe that C^ is a closed convex subset of Y. This is because if u^, Ui G C^, then 
d{ut{x),ut{y)) < {l-t)d{uQ{x),UQ{y))^-td{ui{x),ui{y)) 
< [l-t)Cd%[x,y)+tCdj^[oc,y) 
< Cdj^{x ,y) , te [0 ,1] 
and 
E^ < {l-t)E^'^tE^' 
< inf E^ + e 
— v e Y 
This shows that Ce is convex. Next, if u e C^ , then there is {ui]^^ C C^  
such that d2{ui,u) — 0 together with E ^ < inf^^y E^ + e, by Theorem 2.2, we 
conclude that 
E^ < liminfE^^ < inf E^ + e 
— i — v£Y 
and 
0 < d{u{x),u{y)) < d{u{x),ui{x)) + d{ui{x),ui{y))^d{ui{y),u{y)) 
< d{u{x),ui{x)) + Cdj^{x,y) + d{ui{y),u{y)), for all i 
which implies that d{u{x),u(y)) < Cdj^{x,y). We show that Ce C Ce and thus C^ 
is closed. 
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Let C, = {^ /(工0) ： u e CJ C X, then it is easy to see that C^ is convex. Fix 
a point Q G X. If ^ ( Q ) 门 CU + ^ for any e > 0 small, for some R > 0, then we 
can find a minimizing sequence Ui e {Y, 0¾) such that lim^ E% = Eo 三 infK：^ E^ 
and 
( r \ 5 
d2{ui,Q) 二 / d^{ui{x),Q)dfj.g{x) 
\ JM/r z 
< ([d^Ui{x),Ui{xo))dfig{x)Y^ ( ( d?{ui{xo),Q)d^ig{x)y 
— ^ J M / T ) ^JM/T , 
< (C + i?)(^o/(M))' 
where we have abused of notation by writing Q to be the equivariant map which 
is constant on interior of some fundamental domain. Let Ai = 7i({ui,ui+i,...}), 
then {Ai} is a nested sequence of nonempty bounded closed convex sets in Y. By 
Lemma 5.1, we conclude that there is a map u G 门二丄乂： and u is an equivariant 
harmonic map {E^ = Eo). 
Therefore, if there is no equivariant harmonic map from M to X，then 
inf d(Q, u{xo)) — 00 as e 一 0. (5.12) 
ueCe 
Let { i i i }£ i C Y with each ui G C2-i. Consider the triangle in X with vertices 
Q,Ui{xQ),Uj{xo) for i < j，we construct comparison triangle AOPiPj in the unit 
disk model of hyperbolic plane ( ( A ( i — : | � )w i t h K = —1) with the vertex 
corresponding to Q at the origin. In this unit disk model, let 
di = d{Q, Ui{xo)) = do{0, Pi), 
dj = d{Q,Uj{xo)) = do{0,Pj), 
Lij = d{ui{xo),Uj{xo)) 二 dD{Pi,Pj)-
We know that the geodesic joining 0,Pi {0,Pj) is a straight line and the 
geodesic joining 只’ Pj is a circle (maybe a straight line) in such a way that the 
circle intersects perpendicularly with the unit circle {dD). 
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Denote 9ij = ZPiOPj,知(c%) the shortest distance from 0 {Q) to the 
geodesic joining Pi,Pj{ Ui{xo),Uj{xo)). We claim that % — 0: Suppose not, 
then there 6 > 0 such that for all N G N, there is ^ , jN > N with 6i^j^ > 6. 
In this case, simple analytic geometry follows that di^j^ < C < 00 (uni-
formly bounded). By comparison theorem, we must have di^j^ < C < 00. This 
contradicts (by the convexity of Ce) to (5.12), and we conclude that Oij — 0. 
Next, denote cr^(s), aj{s) to be the geodesic (parametrised by arclength) join-
ing Q,Ui{xo),Uj{xo) and correspondingly a^(s), aj{s) on the unit disk model. 
We show that for each fixed 5 G [0, 00), {¢7^(5)}¾ is a Cauchy sequence: This 
fact follows directly by the computations below 
0 < cosh(^d{ai{s),aj{s))^ < cos"(cb(6“s),�(s))� 
=cosh^s — sinh?scosOij 
— 1 
Therefore, let cr{s) =& lim^ cr^(s). It is easy to see that a is a geodesic ray. Since 
each Ui is equivariant and uniformly Lipschitz, we have for any 7«, 1 < a < p, 
d{p{ja){Ui{xo)),Ui{xo)) < d{Ui{jaOCo),Ui{xo)) 
< Cdj^{^aXo,xo) 
< Cl 
This implies that 
d{p{ja){<j{s)), a{s)) < Ci, 5 G [0, 00), 1 < a < P- (5.13) 
Therefore, a �p ( 7 ) c r , 7 G T and thus p(7)[cr] = [/^7)d = M，7 ^ F. That is, 
a is fixed by F and this completes the proof. 口 
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